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ABSTRACT 

               In membrane technology, the two most used configurations of commercial 

membrane elements are spiral-wound and hollow-fiber. Spiral wound modules (SWM) 

wrap a leaf around a tube for perforated permeate collection to create a compact structure. 

Two flat membranes sheets separated by a spacer to form a channel for feed flow are 

assembled into a leaf. Spacer as an essential part of SWM not only create feed channel but 

also promote mixing of feed fluid at the same time which affected the flow pattern near 

membrane surface related to fouling trend and concentration gradient. The performance of 

conventional spacer woven and non-woven used to enhance mass transfer has been 

investigated by extensive works. Spacer geometry and the dead zone behind spacer were 

focused on through many numerical and experimental studies. Based on numerical 

simulation results indicated that fully woven spacers showed better performance than other 

configurations in mitigating concentration polarization and delivering water flux by mesh 

angle of 60⁰, but higher pressure drop was caused than their nonwoven counterpart. 

               Along with the experimental techniques, the time, cost, and risks were reduced 

by the computational techniques. As a reliable and efficient numerical analysis tool, CFD 

has been extensively applied to the flow conditions of the SW membrane modules. The 

interaction of the many different processes could be assessed through computational 

simulation. Without building spacers, CFD simulation can investigate hydrodynamics 

under various feed spacer geometry parameters. With the ongoing developments in CFD 
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techniques and computational resources, three-dimensional studies are being conducted, 

which can provide in-depth analysis of concentration patterns and hydrodynamics in 

membrane modules. In this thesis three-dimensional modeling of flow through spacer filled 

narrow channels is carried out using CFD package ANSYS CFX to investigate the impact 

of feed spacer filament on shear stress exerted on membrane surfaces and pressure drop, 

which two kinds of feed spacers were designed to improve flow pattern.  

               The processing of the results revealed the characteristics of the feed spacers. For 

the pillar-like spacer, through reductions in the connecting filament’s diameter, the channel 

porosity reached 0.979. Regarding the maximum porosity, the dimensionless power 

number was reduced by 47.31% at Reynolds number 150 in comparison with a previously 

studied commercial spacer. The modified friction factor, as a dimensionless parameter, was 

employed to investigate the shear stress at the membrane’s surface. At dimensionless 

power number 106, the enhancement of the modified friction factor increased by 

approximately 22.27% in comparison with the results of a previous study. Based on the 

numerical prediction, the homogenization of shear stress distribution, which changed the 

flow profile near the membrane, was featured through contour plots. For the arc-like 

spacer, from 2D velocity vectors and shear stress contour mixing, the flow pattern and dead 

zone flushing were depicted. The ratio of low shear stress area to the total area increased 

with the inlet velocity closed to 20%. The energy consumption with respect to flow 

direction for the arched filament was 80% lower than that in the zigzag filament. Compared 

with previous commercial spacers’ simulation, the friction factor was lower when the main 

flow was normal to the arched filament and the modified friction factor was close to the 
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commercial spacers. The homogenization was realized through the flow pattern created by 

the modified spacer. 
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Introduction 

               This chapter provides an introduction to membrane technology and to this 

dissertation. In the first section, important background information and motivation factor 

are presented (Section 1.1). Next, the goals and objectives of this research are discussed 

(Section 1.2). In the final section, the structure of this dissertation is outlined (Section 1.3). 

1.1 Background and motivation 

               The increased water demand is caused by increased population, industrial 

expansion, tourism, and agriculture development urge augmenting the water supply in 

many water-stressed or arid regions or countries [1]. Reverse osmosis (RO) as a 

desalination technology is accepted wildly to purify water for drinking or other purposes 

for the reduction in desalination cost through significant technological advances [2,3]. In 

membrane technology, the two most used configurations of commercial membrane 

elements are spiral-wound and hollow-fiber. Spiral wound modules (SWM) wrap a leaf 

around a tube for perforated permeate collection to create a compact structure. Two flat 

membranes sheets separated by a spacer to form a channel for feed flow are assembled into 

a leaf [4]. 

               Concentration polarization and fouling are the inevitable phenomena which are 

the prime reason to flux reduction in commercial water treatment process [5]. Avoiding 

fouling membrane materials selection, pretreatment in feed flow and so on were taken into 
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consideration by many researchers. Spacer as an essential part of SWM not only create 

feed channel but also promote mixing of feed fluid at the same time which affected the 

flow pattern near membrane surface related to fouling trend and concentration gradient.  

The performance of conventional spacer woven and non-woven used to enhance mass 

transfer has been investigated by extensive works. Spacer geometry and the dead zone 

behind spacer were focused on through many numerical and experimental studies. Boram 

Gu et al. reported the effect of feed spacer geometry on membrane performance and 

concentration polarization based on CFD simulation [6]. In their study, four types of feed 

spacer configurations nonwoven, partially woven, middle layer and fully woven spacers 

were investigated through three-dimensional simulations. Their numerical simulation 

results indicated that fully woven spacers showed better performance than other 

configurations in mitigating concentration polarization and delivering water flux by mesh 

angle of 60⁰, but higher pressure drop was caused than their nonwoven counterpart. Sablani 

et al. found [7] experimentally a decrease in flux with decreasing spacer thickness, but for 

the intermediate spacer, thickness maximum permeate flow was generated. Radu et al. 

reported that substrates rejection due to concentration polarization increased with biofilm 

thickness, and biofilm remove depended on velocity variation and shear stress [8]. 

               Spacer study is a direct method to improve flow patterns to deduce fouling. In 

previous studies, three kinds of configurations zigzag, submerge and cavity are focused on 

in 2-dimensional configuration simulation for classic spacer geometry. Compared the other 

two zigzag configurations is the most efficient spacer type for a spiral-wound membrane 

module. But in the open channel, the highest axial pressure drop is the submerge 
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configuration. From these works, mixing improvement is one of the key methods to 

optimize flux in the separation process. Spacer configuration can be characterized by the 

distance between spacer filaments, the angle between the spacer filaments β and the flow 

attack angle α. The distance between spacer filaments defines the porosity of the feed 

channel, and angles define the flow regime and drag force from the spacer.  

               In typical net-like feed spacer woven and non-woven the flow in feed channel is 

always divide into boundary region and bulk flow region. In the boundary region, 

concentration polarization is easily constructed by the undisturbed condition. Mixing two 

region feed flow is one way to reduce the phenomenon of concentration polarization by 

spacer configuration in spacer design. Structure improvement for promoting vortexes is a 

method to enhance the efficiency of heat transfer is similar to mass transfer. Cao et al. 

reported that enhancement of mass transfer is closely related to the high shear stress value, 

velocity fluctuation and eddy formation, location and inter-filament distance of the spacers 

constrain shear stress distribution, mass transfer coefficients and pressure inside the 

channel [9].  

               The pressure decrease along the channel and the flux improvement are closely 

related to the flow pattern, especially the eddy promotion from the feed spacer. Radu et al. 

[8] reported that substrates rejection due to concentration polarization increased with 

biofilm thickness, and that biofilm removal depended on the velocity variation and shear 

stress. To achieve further economic improvements to the operation, the consideration of 

flow pattern has led to the study of feed spacer geometry. 
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Extensive experimental and theoretical studies have sought a better understanding of spiral 

wound (SW) membrane mechanisms and the optimization of feed spacer geometric 

parameters. The studies have found the advantages of geometric configuration in the 

development of the feed spacer to promote high shear stresses and mass transfer rates. 

However, in the stagnant zone, which is behind the line contact filaments, a low flow 

velocity means fewer shear stresses, lower mass transfer rates, and a quicker membrane 

flux decline, which are caused by a simultaneous increase in fouling [10]. In early work, 

Pervov et al. [11] pointed out the influence of the feed spacer on the scale formation process 

in the SW membrane model, and details of the mineral precipitation in the contact zone of 

the spacer and membrane were described in this work. It was found that the transverse 

filaments determined the flow structure, as reported by Da Costa et al. [12] and Santos et 

al. [13]. 

1.2 Goals and objectives  

               Two novel spacers were designed to improve the flow pattern in spiral wound 

modules. The pillar-like spacer was designed to optimize feed spacer geometry. Compared 

with the conventional spacer, the contact method of the pillar-like spacer with the 

membrane changed with the area contact. Hence, it was possible that the diameter of the 

connecting filaments (transverse filament) had decreased to maximize the channel porosity. 

The energy consumption and shear stress were analyzed using a numerical method, and the 

results were compared to those of commercial spacers studied in previous works. The arc-

like spacer was designed to enhance the mixing ability, which was constructed with arched 

filaments and zigzag filaments. In this arc-like spacer design, the filament, which was 
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parallel to the flow direction, was set as the zigzag configuration, and the transverse 

filament facing the flow direction was set as the arched filament in order to enhance the 

mixing between the fluid bulk and fluid elements adjacent to the membrane surface. 

Furthermore, the conjunction between the arched filament and zigzag filament had a small 

area of contact with the membrane, which reduced the dead zone caused by the shadow of 

the filament. The arched filament in the middle of the feed channel enabled the disruption 

of the solute concentration boundary layer. 

1.3 Organization of this dissertation  

               Membrane technology is a wide and varied field, feed spacer play an important 

role in separating process, therefore this thesis concentrates on two different novel spacers 

design to enhance the performance of SWM. 

               In Chapter 2, a review of the important literature on membrane separation 

methods, kinds of membrane modules, the parts of SWM and the basic concepts in SWM 

simulation. Previous studies aiming at the different geometry of spacer and basic concepts 

applied in this thesis were mentioned in this chapter. 

               Next, in Chapter 3, CFD as a widely accepted method was introduced. The basic 

theory of commercial CFD software is also discussed. ANSYS-CFX which was used in the 

novel spacers design was explained in details.  

               The design of the novel spacers was considered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The 

advantages were investigated through CFD simulation. The results show the agreement of 

the inclination compared with previous studies. The structure improvement of spacer 
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showed the possibility of enhancing the performance of SWM process though optimizing 

the flow pattern in the spacer-filled channel. 

               Finally, in Chapter 6, conclusions are presented and possible directions for future 

work are discussed.  
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Literature Survey 

               This chapter presents a critical review of the membrane separation process and 

membrane modules. The review details the effect of feed spacer and the research method 

in the published literature. 

2.1 Introduction 

               Pressure-driven membrane processes are used for desalination of seawater and 

brackish water, potable water production, and for treating industrial effluents. However, as 

widely accepted the transferring membrane science from the lab to commercial reality was 

since 1960. But the first recorded study of membrane phenomena appears to 1748 by the 

French man Abbe Nollet. An animal bladder was used for making the spirit of wine 

demonstrating semi-permeability for the first time. Dutrechet introduced the term 

`osmosis` in the 1820s to characterize the spontaneous flow of liquid across a permeable 

barrier. In 1855 the first synthetic membrane made from nitrocellulose was prepared by 

Fick. Graham reported the first dialysis experiments with synthetic membranes in 1861. 

Bechold coined the term `ultrafiltration in 1906, and Michaels pioneered modern 

ultrafiltration (UF) in the 1960s. Zigmondy developed the microporous filters. In 1927 

membrane filters was first commercialized by the Sartorius Company in Germany using 

the Zigmondy process. Reverse osmosis (RO) was first studied in the 1920s. Table 2-1 

shown the membrane milestones. 
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Table 2-1 Major milestones in the development of membranes for industrial separations. 

 

               Feed, permeate and reject are consisted of continuous steady-state operation. The 

semipermeable barrier allows the solvent leakage and various solute molecules through the 

membrane (permeate) but rejects others. Hence, on the feed side of the membrane, the 

rejected components generated a concentrated retentate. Furthermore, owing to the product 

requirement and the characters of the membrane the suitable membrane process was 

selected for realizing different purposes. Between the intrinsic membrane characteristics 

and its performance in a particular application, the clear distinction was defined. 

               According to the particle size of the solute, and consequently to membrane 

structure, the pressure-driven membrane processes can be classified in Microfiltration 

(MF), Ultrafiltration (UF), Nanofiltration (NF) and Reverse Osmosis (RO). When going 

from microfiltration to reverse osmosis, the size of species or molecules retained 

diminishes and therefore the pore sizes of the membrane must be smaller. This means that 

membrane resistance intensifies and consequently the driving pressure applied has to be 

increased to obtain the same permeation flux.  

2.2 Membrane modules 
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               The large membrane area required for commercial separations is tightly packaged 

into membrane modules. A number of different membrane geometries have been 

developed for this purpose, but the same design criteria apply in each case. Firstly, for 

efficient mass transfer, it is essential that there is good contact between the membrane and 

the fluids flowing through the module. Secondly, to minimize capital costs and plant size, 

the module must provide as much membrane area per unit volume as. Other important 

aspects include the cost of manufacture, the fluid-dynamics inside the module, ease of 

cleaning, and the cost of replacing the membrane. 

               Four types of membrane module are in common use in the process industries: 

plate-and-frame modules, tubular modules, hollow-fiber modules, and spiral-wound 

modules, shown in Figure 2-1. Plate-and-frame and Tubular membrane modules were used 

extensively in the past, but due to the inefficiency, complications associated with their 

configuration and high cost, they are replaced effectively by the hollow-fiber and spiral 

wound modules. These configurations now dominate most commercial membrane 

processes, accounting for almost all new reverse osmosis systems. This is primarily 

because they offer much larger mass transfer areas than those provided by either tubular or 

plate-and-frame modules. A brief description of the modules discussed above is given 

below. 

 

Figure 2-1 Types of membrane modules. 
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2.2.1 Plate-and-frame module 

 
Figure 2-2 A schematic view of plate-and-frame module [1]. 

 

               Design of these modules is principally based on a conventional filter press. Plate 

and frame modules were amongst the earlier design and are now limited small to moderate 

scale operations [1]. Usually, these modules consist of flat membrane sheets which sit on 

rectangular plates. The modules are easy to fabricate and use and the areas of the 

membranes are well defined. The flow channels are made by inserting mesh-like spacers. 

A number of plates are stacked in parallel or in series. To bear the pressure these modules 

are equipped with heavy duty end plates. The simplest design consists of several sets of 

alternating frames. These frames are meant to support the membranes on the permeate side 

and separate them at the feed side. The assembly is pressed between two end plates and 

held together with tie rods. Flow enters through one and exits at the other end as shown in 

Figure 2-2. Some alternations to the basic design are also available which use the disc or 
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elliptical plates instead of rectangular ones and feed flows radially or from one side of the 

elliptical disc to the other. The major drawback of this type is the very small membrane 

area per unit separator volume. Packing densities for these modules vary from 100 to 400 

m2/m3. Flat sheet systems offer a very robust and compact design, but for a price. Modern 

flat sheet systems are built to tolerate very high pressure, in excess of 100 bar. Plate-and-

frame modules are still commonly used for pervaporation.  

2.2.2 Tubular membrane module 

 
Figure 2-3 A schematic view of tubular membrane module [2]. 

               Tubular membranes have been around for a long time. The design is simple and 

easy to understand.  These modules are similar to shell and tube heat exchangers and are 

designed by casting membranes on porous supporting tubes having diameters in the range 

of 0.125 to 1.0 inch. These tubes must be strong enough to bear the feed stream pressure 

and usually made up of stainless steel, fiberglass, carbon, ceramics, and porous plastics. 

These tubes are pressed against tube sheets at each end and are housed in a low-pressure 
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jacket. As the recovery per tube length is very low so the tubes are connected in series by 

external U-shaped connections in order to achieve desired recoveries. High-pressure feed 

is allowed to enter the tube bore and the permeate passes through the membrane and the 

porous support structure and enters the low-pressure jacket from where it is removed 

through the permeate ports. The feed gets concentrated along the flow direction until the 

flow reaches the other end of the tube. Its direction is then reversed and allowed to pass 

through additional tubes to get the required recovery. The advantages of these modules are, 

they can be operated at high pressures, membranes can be removed and reformed, low 

fouling tendency, easy to clean, can achieve high flow velocities and the large and well-

defined flow passage. The disadvantages are they are expensive to maintain and operate, 

such membranes are complex to produce, minimum choice of membrane materials and low 

membrane surface area to volume ratio restrict their use to moderate scale operations. 

2.2.3 Hollow-fiber module 

 
Figure 2-4 A schematic view of the hollow fiber module [3].  
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               The design of these modules is similar to tubular but the fiber systems are always 

unsupported. The fiber systems are mechanically weak. Depending upon the fiber 

dimensions, support mechanism and membrane materials they can be operated with either 

shell side or lumen side feed. The walls of the fibers need to withstand high pressure to 

avoid collapse or bursting, depending on the feed introduction mode or method. The outer 

diameters are usually in the range of 0.5 to 1.0mm, whereas the inner (lumen) diameters 

are in the range of 0.3 to 0.8mm. These modules contain thousands of fibers arranged in a 

bundle and potted with special epoxy resins in an outer shell as shown in Figure 2-4. The 

fibers are subjected to high external pressure in case of shell side feed arrangement and can 

withstand high pressure (10Mpa) required for seawater desalination utilizing reverse 

osmosis principle.  

2.2.4 Spiral wound module  

 
 

Figure 2-5 A schematic view of SWM module out of the pressure vessel (A), the 

unwrapped situation with only two envelopes (B) and side view of the feed channel (C) 

[4].  
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               Spiral wound configuration is one of the most popular modules commercially 

used due to moderate to large surface area per unit volume. They are made up of flat 

membrane sheets which are glued together at three sides and contains permeate spacer 

between them. This arrangement referred to as membrane envelop is connected at the 

fourth open side to a central perforated tube called permeate collection tube. Between two 

consecutive membrane envelops feed spacer is inserted and the assembly is wound tightly 

around the central perforated permeate tube. This tight spiral coil is then housed in an outer 

casing. The function of the permeate spacer is to support the membranes without collapsing 

under high pressure and also to conduct permeate to the inner perforated central permeate 

tube. 

               Design and the flow path through SWM are shown in Figure 2-6 (A & B). Figure 

2-6 (A) shows the feed stream entering and permeate stream leaving the module in a 15 

partial unwound state. It also shows the assembly of membrane envelops by gluing three 

sides of two flat sheet membranes. Pressurized feed is allowed to pass through narrow feed 

spacer filled channels. Liquid permeating radially through the membrane surface enters the 

membrane envelop and guided by the permeate spacer to follow a spiral path to the central 

perforated permeate collection tube and eventually removed through a permeate port. 

Figure 2-6 (B) represents the end view of SWM and shows the paths followed by the feed 

and permeate streams. The axial pressure losses over the length of the leaf, due to the 

presence of feed side spacers and the radial pressure losses over the width of the leaf, due 

to the presence of permeate spacer produce a distribution of transmembrane pressure drop. 

SWM is available commercially in 2.5, 4 and 8 inches. These modules are fitted in standard 
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pressure vessels which can connect several elements in series with O-ring seals in order to 

prevent feed to permeate flow and bypassing. The individual geometry of SWM is 

characterized by the number of leaves, length, and width of the leaves. The feed and 

permeate channel heights are described by the individual feed side and permeate side 

spacers respectively. The filaments are further described by the porosity, hydraulic 

diameter, thickness, orientation with respect to each other and with the flow direction and 

also by the filament mesh and respective shapes.  

               Major challenges for SWM are concentration polarization, fouling, and high-

pressure loss. The performance of SWM is affected by the following main factors [6]: (1) 

The geometry of the membrane leaves wound spirally to the central tube. This may include 

the length, width and the number of leaves used. (2) Feed side and permeate side channel 

heights, which is the direct representation of the feed and permeate side filament thickness. 

(3) Spacer’s orientation, shape, dimensions, and mesh. Since the feed spacer is meant to 

induce secondary flow patterns to enhance mass transport of the solute away from 

membrane walls, but at the same time may lead to higher pressure losses. (4) Fouling 

tendency and cleaning ability. (5) Operating conditions, especially, feed concentration and 

pressure, percentage permeate recovery and nature of feed pre-treatment.  

2.3 The parts of SWM 
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Figure 2-6 The parts of spiral wound modules. 

2.3.1 Collection tube 

               Permeate collection tube is the central part of the element with perforations. 

Membrane envelops are connected to the tube at the fourth (unglued) side. The membrane 

envelops having permeated side spacer inside and feed side spacers in between the 

consecutive envelopes are all wound spirally around this central tube. During the normal 

course of operation, the permeate flows through the membrane and adopts a spiral flow 

pattern due to the packing design and presence of permeate spacer, and get collected. Apart 

from collecting permeate it also provides structural strength to the element [39].  

2.3.2 Permeate spacer 

               Permeate spacer is inserted in the membrane envelope and faces the non-active  

side of the membranes. The permeate flow is guided to the central perforated tube in a 
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spiral pattern and also serves the purpose of bearing the operational pressure and prevent 

the membrane from collapsing and hence prevent blockage of the flow path [5]. In other 

words, their presence is necessary at the permeate side to minimize the membrane 

compaction. The thickness of permeate spacer normally used in SWM lies in the range of 

0.2 to 0.4 mm, which is significantly lower than that for the feed spacer and the porosity is 

also on the lower side compared to feed spacer. Usually the permeate spacer is made up of 

tricot material, generally described as epoxy or melamine coated polyester that has been 

woven.  

2.3.3 Feed spacer 

               Spacer used in feed channel is a net-type sheet made up of low-density 

polypropylene filaments. The arrangement of the spacer is such that one set of parallel 

filaments are placed on the top of another set of parallel spacers. Usually, the thickness of 

the feed spacer is in the range of 28 mils to 34 mils. Filaments that constitute the feed 

spacer usually have a thickness less than 1mm. The height of the feed channel is defined 

by the feed spacer thickness [39, 42]. The porosity for the feed spacer is significantly higher 

than that of the permeate spacer.  

               Since spiral wound membranes have tightly wrapped structures which cannot be 

opened easily for chemical cleaning or cannot be backflushed by operating in reverse 

direction. So the fouling control methods for SWM are limited to hydrodynamics, 

pretreatment of the feed and operational controls [26]. The fouling issues can be addressed 

to a larger extent by varying the hydrodynamic conditions prevailing in spiral wound 

membrane. The feed spacers can be oriented to generate high crossflow velocities or 
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secondary flow patterns which can develop higher scouring forces on the membrane 

surface to reduce fouling and concentration polarization. However, this approach will 

require higher pumping energy to compensate losses within the membrane module. Hence 

the feed spacers must be optimized to reduce the buildup on the membrane surface with 

moderate energy loss.  

               Various types of feed spacer are being used by different manufacturers depending 

on the feed and operational conditions, such as suspended solids, viscosity, temperature, 

the presence of fouling species, precipitation or crystal formation propensity are a few to 

name. Generally, the spacers are available in diamond or ladder array with the mesh size 

of 4 to 5 mm [39].  

2.3.4 Anti-telescoping devices 

               To prevent the telescoping potential of the elements, Anti telescoping devices are 

used at feed and concentrate end of the cartridge. They provide an open flow path as well 

as a structural sport to the cartridge. At the upstream side or feed end they are meant to 

carry the brine seal which prevent the feed to by-pass the membrane and at the downstream 

side or the concentrate end they are meant to support the back face of the element and 

prevent the membrane leaves to elongate longitudinally due to pressure differential across 

the element.  

2.3.5 Module interconnection 

               Module interconnector or interconnector adapter are used to connect modules 

with each other. These interconnectors have O-rings at both the ends to ensure a tight seal 
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with the module anti-telescoping devices. While connecting the modules using standard 

anti-telescoping devices end caps having O-rings, there are chances that the O-rings may 

roll into the membrane module consequently allowing feed and permeate to mix and 

affecting the process adversely. So while connecting the modules great care must be 

exercised to prevent rolling of the O-Rings. At time lubrication may minimize the friction 

and rolling potential of the O-Rings. The anti-telescoping devices end cap comes with an 

integral O-ring which cannot be rolled or pinched during installation. They also claim that 

the water hammer cannot wear on the O-Ring as it does on conventional interconnector’s 

O-Ring, which consequently minimizes the feed water leakage propensity to the permeate.  

2.3.6 Pressure vessel 

               SWM are connected in series and placed in the external pressure vessel for use. 

Depending upon the operational requirement they are available in various pressure ratings. 

A variety of pressure vessels are available to accommodate 2.5 inches to 18 inches diameter 

industrial modules. Their length can be as short as to accommodate only one module and 

they can be as long to accommodate seven modules in series. To facilitate the module 

replacement in the pressure vessel, the vessels with side-entry and exit for feed and 

concentrate are preferred over end-entry configuration. This is because in the former case 

the amount of piping that has to be disconnected to facilitate module replacement is 

considerably minimized i.e., only the permeate piping has to be disconnected.  

2.4 Basic definitions and concepts 

2.4.1 Fouling 
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Figure 2-7 Factors affecting bacteria attachment to membrane surface [6]. 

               Membrane fouling is due to the presence of substances in wastewater supply 

which can interact with it, getting adsorbed and/or precipitating on the surface [6–8]. There 

can also be substances that penetrate in the interior of the membrane, in which case they 

are adsorbed on the walls of the pores reducing the pore size [9]. The consequence of 

contamination is a lower permeate flow due to increased resistance of the membrane. A 

progressive increase of transmembrane pressure difference, in order to keep the permeate 

flow, normally accelerates the fouling process reaching a state of irreversible clogging of 

the membrane, which would require replacement [10]. Plenty of previous studies 

contributed to understanding the characters of fouling including experimental method and 

numerical method (2D and 3D) [11,12]. Beside pH, pretreatment, back washing, et al., 

spacer play an important role on fouling because it defines the flow pattern near the 

membrane surface shown in Figure 2-7.                                                    
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2.4.2 Concentration polarization (CP) 

 

Figure 2-8 Typical crossflow membrane filtration showing concentration polarization 

layer formation [13]. 

               It takes place in those processes operating in cross-flow filtration, such as reverse 

osmosis and ultrafiltration. In the working conditions of these processes, it is difficult to 

prevent feed rejected components accumulation on the membrane surface. The result is the 

creation of concentration gradients (concentration polarization) on the supply side, which 

can hinder the separation efficiency of the membrane and permeate flow. Figure 2-8 shows 

a situation where components in the feed, which is rejected by the membrane, gets 

accumulated on the surface, creating a concentration gradient located in a δ thickness film, 

next to the membrane. 

               A high polarization level also increases the osmotic pressure in the supply side, 

which would also contribute to a reduction of permeate flow. Also, if the concentration is 

high, diffusion components through the membrane will be favored, which leads to a lower 
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rejection coefficient. Thus, malfunction of the membrane depends on the operating 

conditions more than membrane using time. The simplest way to avoid polarization is 

increasing the feed flow velocity rate which is closely related to spacer geometry [14] so 

that the generated turbulence can remove substances deposited on the surface of the 

membrane. Wardeh et al. studied the effect of spacer on concentration polarization through 

2D numerical method [15].  

2.4.3 Shear stress 

               Salt rejection of the RO membrane increases with pressure and decreases with salt 

concentration. In the study by Song et al., their results indicated that the salt concentrations 

in the regions adjacent to transverse filaments are very much higher than others [14]. Shear 

stress, as a key parameter, is defined by the velocity gradient, given that the shear stress on 

the membrane surface is believed to lower concentration polarization and enhance mass 

transfer. The modified friction factor employed to select the best feed spacer for mass 

transfer efficiency was used as a means to analyze shear stress on the membrane [16]. 

The modified friction factor for the area average shear stress is represented as [16]: 

𝑓𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑅𝑒2

𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒
2

= 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝜌𝐷𝐻
2

𝜇2
 (1) 

where τwall is the average shear stress on the membrane surface.  

2.5 Studies aiming to the different geometry of the feed spacer in SWM modules 

               Spiral wound modules are widely used for commercial applications including 

desalination, water treatment, water reclamation, treatment of industrial wastewater, 

product treatment in the dairy industry and recovery of valuable products in the 
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pharmaceutical industry [17]. The major problems for SWM application are concentration 

polarization, fouling, and high-pressure loss. Spacer geometry greatly affects local mixing, 

mass transfer and pressure loss [18]. 

Table 2-2 Selected experiments conducted on visualization of the flow around feed 

spacers [4]. 

 

 
[19] 

[20] 

[21] 

[22] 

[23] 

[24] 

[25] 

[26] 

 

               

Figure 2-9 Experimental study by using PIV [31]. 

               In spite of the numerous investigations to the effect of spacer on the performance 

of SWM through experimental methods have brought about shown in Table 2-2. For 

instance, 3D print technology application makes it possible that different geometry of 

spacer is tested directly. The particle image velocimetry (PIV) as a direct, non-invasive, 
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high-resolution experimental methods is applied in SWM simulation [27–30], showed in 

Figure 2-9 [31]. But the local and time-dependent phenomena occurring inside membrane 

units are still not fully understood. In addition, traditional experimental techniques tend to 

alter the flow field when trying to make measurements close to the membrane wall, and 

present difficulties when trying to isolate the different enhancement mechanisms. 

 

               Therefore, a different approach is needed for obtaining further understanding of 

mass transfer enhancement in membrane separation systems. Computational techniques 

present the potential for improving the understanding of flow pattern in membrane 

separation systems [32,33]. They have the capability of providing information on flow 

conditions at any point of the geometry without disturbing the flow. Moreover, the use of 

numerical modeling significantly reduces the time, costs, and risks associated with running 

repeated experiments. The numerical technique used for simulating fluid flow is called 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [34]. This section reviews the use and main 

contributions of CFD to the field of membrane science. 

               CFD has become a more widely used tool in the field of membrane science 

[32,35,36], with more and more research groups utilizing this technique in order to gain 

insight into the phenomena taking place inside membrane modules, to assist the design 

processes and improve the performance of these modules. Due to its simplicity and smaller 

computational demands, many researchers have opted for modeling spacer filled channels 

in two dimensions, as is evidenced by the amount of work undertaken in this area [37–55]. 

As a result, CFD is now accepted as a reliable tool, and gradually three-dimensional [56–
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60] and transient flow studies [41,57,59,61] are beginning to emerge, most of them finding 

good agreement between predicted and experimental results. 

               In previous studies, many kinds of spacers were taken into consideration. Most 

of the commercial spacer was the conventional net-type spacers which were called as 

woven spacer and nonwoven spacer. Otherwise, ladder-like spacer, multi-layer spacer, and 

the other geometries were mentioned in numerical simulation.  In order to clarify the 

insights into the mechanisms from the spacer, the mass transfer performance of SWM was 

focused on by 2D and 3D studies. Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 showed the previous studies 

modeling the unit of SWM. 

Table 2-3 Summary of results from numerical 2-D simulations of flow in channels with 

transverse filaments [62]. 

  
Table 2-4 Summary of results from 3D in channels with spacer [62]. 
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2.5.1 Woven and Unwoven spacer 

               Most of the commercial spacers mentioned in previous studies can be separated 

as the woven and unwoven spacer. In 2D numerical simulation zigzag, submerged and 

cavity configuration was focused on showing in Table 2-4. 

 

Figure 2-10 Spacer filament arrangements in 2D channel [63,64]. 

               As concluded by Karabelas et al. [62], the spacer geometry considered in 3D 

simulations[65–68] is an approximation of the narrow channels with spacers which are 

encountered in spiral wound elements at the retentate side. The flow field geometry is 

determined by the net-type filament spacer, which is formed by two layers of straight 

cylindrical filaments. In each layer the filaments are parallel, having a different orientation, 

and intersect at a characteristic angle β, as shown in Figure 2-11. In general, the geometric 
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characteristics of such spacers are as follows: (1) Diameter of the top filament, D1. (2) 

Diameter of the bottom filament, D2. (3) Distance between the top cylindrical filaments, 

L1. (4) Distance between the bottom cylindrical filaments, L2. (5) Angle between crossing 

filaments, β. (6) Flow attack angle, α. 

 
Figure 2-11 Geometrical characteristics of retentate spacers [62,66]. 

 
Figure 2-12 Dimension for spacer filaments and simulation domain [42]. 

               Ahmad, A. L. et al. reported fluid flow condition adjacent to the membrane 

interface plays a vital role in controlling mass transfer and concentration polarization 

mechanism across the membrane [42]. Thus, optimized design of spacer is crucial to deter 

the formation of concentration polarization layer while maintaining a certain degree of 

pressure drop. In the paper, turbulence model has been integrated into the solution of time-
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averaged incompressible flow equations. Different types of spacer filament geometries 

have been analyzed and evaluated to determine their ability to controlling concentration 

polarization and pressure drop. This study has also demonstrated the dependency of 

filament geometries performance on feed Reynolds number. This method potentially offers 

a faster approach to determine the optimum geometries of spacer filament in the narrow 

membrane channel if compared with experimental methods.  

 
Figure 2-13 Transverse filament configurations investigated by Schwinge et al.[37]. 

               Schwinge et al. [37,49,69] solved the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. 

They varied the distance between spacers and the diameter of the filaments. For the steady 

laminar flow conditions, they found that the zigzag geometry performed better than both 

the cavity and submerged configurations when taking both mass transfer enhancement and 

pressure loss characteristics into account. They also found that the onset of vortex shedding 

occurred at a hydraulic Reynolds number between 200 and 400 for the submerged 

geometry, and between 400 and 800 for the cavity and zigzag configurations. Evidence of 

vortex shedding for the zigzag geometry is shown in Figure 2-13 and agrees with the 
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experimental findings of Kang and Chang [20], who found that the flow becomes unsteady 

at a hydraulic Reynolds number between 455 and 545 for the zigzag and cavity spacers. 

 
Figure 2-14 Schematic of the rectangular test cell of Karode and Kumar study [58]. 

               Karode and Kumar [58] carried out steady-state three-dimensional simulations of 

laminar fluid flow without mass transfer in a test cell filled with non-woven net type 

spacers. The spacers were simulated as cylindrical rods, whose geometric characteristics 

(diameter, angle, etc.) were taken from commercially available spacers for membrane 

modules. They modeled the whole test cell with a flat velocity profile at the cell entrance 

and constant pressure at the outlet. Depending on the characteristics of the spacers, between 

8 and 12 filaments were placed in the flow domain. They concluded that a higher degree 

of mixing in the bulk does not necessarily translate to higher shear at the membrane walls. 

Their simulations showed a similar zigzag path of the bulk of the fluid to the one observed 

experimentally by Da Costa et al [19], but only for spacers with large inter-filament 

distance to filament diameter ratios, which agrees with the results of Shakaib et al. [70]. 

However, for spacers with low inter-filament distance to filament diameter ratio, they 

noticed that the bulk of the fluid flows parallel to the spacer filaments, changing direction 

only when the flow reaches the lateral walls of the test cell. In this latter case, they found 
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that most of the pressure drop across the channel was due to the shear between the top and 

bottom layers of fluid moving in different directions. 

 

Figure 2-15 Schematics and computational domains of Shakaib et al. study [70]. 

               Shakaib et al. [70] reported three-dimensional CFD study is carried out for 

spacer-obstructed feed channels of membrane elements using FLUENT. The fluid flow 

behavior is studied by varying geometric parameters of diamond and parallel type spacers. 

The velocity profiles and hence the average shear stress values significantly depend on the 

parameters such as transverse filament spacing and filament thickness whereas the effect 

of axial filament spacing in altering the velocity profiles and shear rates is not that 

significant. The effect of spacer filament thickness is more pronounced on pressure drop 

as compared to the effect of spacing between the filaments. The local and average shear 

stress values also depend on the flow attack angle. When filament spacing and flow attack 

angles are small, the average shear stress values are high. The shear stress distribution is 

more uniform in diamond spacers when the flow attack angle is high and in parallel spacers 

when transverse filament thickness is small. The spacer dimensions can cause unsteadiness 
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in flow that depends on the channel Reynolds number. The value of critical Reynolds 

number at which flow becomes unsteady can be as low as 75 when filament spacing and 

flow attack angles are small and it can be more than 200 for larger flow attack angles.  

 
Figure 2-16 Spacer configuration of Gu et al. study [71]. 

               Gu et al. [71] reported Feed spacers are used in spiral wound reverse osmosis 

membrane modules to keep the membrane sheets apart as well as to enhance mixing. They 

are beneficial to membrane performance but at the expense of additional pressure loss. In 

this study, four types of feed spacer configurations are investigated, with a total of 20 

geometric variations based on commercially available spacers and selected filament angles. 

Numerical simulation results show that for the operating and geometric conditions 

examined, fully woven spacers outperform other spacer configurations in mitigating 

concentration polarization. When designed with a mesh angle of 600, fully woven spacers 

also deliver the highest water flux, although the associated pressure drops are slightly 

higher than their nonwoven counterparts. Middle layer geometries with a mesh angle of 

300 produce the lowest water flux. On the other hand, spacers with a mesh angle of 900 

show the lowest pressure drop among all the filament arrangements examined.  

2.5.2 Ladder-type spacer 
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                Geraldes et al.[53] investigated flow in spiral wound modules with ladder-type 

spacers, shown in Figure 2-17. In their study, the incompressible laminar and two-

dimensional flow in narrow rectangular channels filled with ladder-type spacers that have 

the transverse filaments adjacent to a semi-permeable wall was investigated in order to 

have insight on the feed flow in a spiral wound module. Ladder-type spacers with inter-

filament distances/channel height ratios (Lf) and the ratio (Pf) between the transverse 

filaments height and channel height was investigated in the numerical study and the 

experiments. The results show that for increasing inter-filament distances the transition 

critical Reynolds number decreases from 300 to 150. The numerical simulations show that 

the flow structures are associated with the occurrence of recirculation zones downstream 

each transverse filament. For low values of the Reynolds number and Pf and high values 

of Lf, the recirculation region does not reach the second filament, while for high values of 

the Reynolds number and Pf and low values of Lf the recirculation region inside the main 

recirculation region. Each of these situations is associated to different patterns of 

concentration boundary extends from the first to the second filament. 

 
Figure 2-17 Scheme of ladder-type spacer from [53]. 

               Santos et al. [47] modeled the flow and concentration patterns in spiral wound 

membrane modules with ladder-type spacers. The results show that for low Reynolds 
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numbers steady flows are obtained and large recirculation regions are formed after and 

before the downstream and upstream filaments, respectively. Above a critical Reynolds 

number, the flow becomes unstable, and vortex shedding occurs, which sweeps the bottom 

wall surface, breaking down the recirculation regions. As expected, the calculated 

concentration profiles indicate that concentration polarization will occur in the 

recirculation regions and at the boundary layer adjacent to the upper and bottom walls. 

When the flow becomes unsteady, the sweeping effect caused by vortex shedding will 

disrupt the boundary layers and consequently minimize the concentration polarization.  

 
Figure 2-18 Ladder-type spacer study comparing with other types of spacer [4]. 

               Haidari et al. [4] reviewed the role of the feed spacer in SWM modules and 

provides an overview of studies conducted in narrow spacer-filled channels to determine 

the effect of different geometric characteristics of the feed spacer on hydraulic conditions, 

as shown in Figure 2-18. 6 kinds of spacers including ladder-type were taken into 

consideration in the comparison.   

2.5.3 Multi-spacer 

               Schwinge et al. [72] investigated an advanced 3-layer spacer developed with 

superior mass transfer characteristics and less fouling propensity when compared with 
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conventional 2-layer spacers.  For conventional 2-layer feed spacers, a reduction of the 

mesh length first increases flux and then flux decreases beyond some optimum mesh length 

while pressure loss increases continuously with a decrease of the mesh length. The 3-layer 

spacer improves flux without covering additional membrane area by filaments adjacent to 

the membrane wall under both fouling and non-fouling conditions. However, the current 

3-layer design also increases the pressure loss.  

 
Figure 2-19 The multi-layer spacer investigated by Schwinge et al.[72]. 

               Li et al. [73] reported a novel modified spacer for enhancing the performance of 

SWM. The mass transfer enhancement of spacers with modified filaments, twisted tapes 

and multi-layer structures, which were expected to generate these flow patterns, was 

investigated experimentally. The results indicate that the performance of spacers with 

modified filaments and twisted tapes is generally worse while the performance of spacers 

with multi-layer structure is generally better than that of the optimal non-woven net spacer. 

An optimal multi-layer spacer was designed with optimal non-woven nets in the outer 

layers and twisted tapes in the middle layer. Its average Sherwood number is about 30% 

higher than the Sherwood number of the optimal non-woven spacer at the same cross-flow 
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power consumption whereas the cross-flow power consumption is only about 40% of the 

consumption of the optimal non-woven spacer at the same Sherwood number. 

 
Figure 2-20 The twisted tapes spacer with multi-layer designed by Li et al.[73]. 

2.5.4 Others 

                
Figure 2-21 Different shapes of spacer studied by Ranade et al. [59]. 

              Ranade et al. [59] investigated the shape of the spacers used in membrane modules 

strongly influences the resulting flow and therefore performance of the module. In their 

study fluid dynamics of rectangular channels similar to membrane modules and containing 

different spacers was simulated using a three-dimensional CFD model. A 'unit cell' 

approach was evaluated and used for this purpose. The validated CFD model was used to 
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evaluate the performance of different spacer shapes and understand the role of spacer shape 

and resulting fluid dynamics. The models were extended for the first time to simulate flow 

in spacer filled curvilinear channels, which could be useful in understanding the fluid 

behavior in spiral modules. The results were compared with those obtained with the flat 

channel. The approach and results presented in this work will have significant implications 

for identifying improved spacers with higher propensities to reduce fouling in membrane 

modules.  

 
Figure 2-22 3D printed spacer investigated by Sreedhar et al.[74]. 

               Sreedhar et al. [74] applied 3D print technology to study feed spacers with 

complex geometries based on triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) were designed and 

tested in reverse osmosis (RO) and ultrafiltration (UF) processes. The spacers showed a 

flux enhancement of 15.5% and 38% in brackish water RO and UF tests with the sodium 

alginate solution, respectively, in comparison to a commercial feed spacer. Moreover, 

lower feed channel pressure drop was also observed for the TPMS spacers. Biofouling tests 
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were performed and the membranes were characterized using total organic carbon (TOC) 

and fluorescence microscopy. The TPMS spacers yielded a reduction in biofouling when 

compared to commercial feed spacers. Fouling patterns on the membranes were visualized 

for the different spacers using crystal violet stain, which also revealed a significantly 

reduced biofilm deposition using the TPMS spacers. The TPMS-based feed spacers have 

shown great promise in enhancing both RO and UF membrane processes, both in terms of 

flux enhancement and fouling reduction. 
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CFD 

               This chapter presents the concepts and fundamentals behind Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which is the main technique used for obtaining the data analyzed 

in this thesis. In addition, it explains the procedure used for transforming the partial 

differential equations that describe fluid dynamics into algebraic equations that can be 

solved via numerical methods in previous studies. Lastly, the methodology for ensuring 

that the results obtained are reliable and realistic is described in ANSYS CFX. 

3.1 CFD simulation 

               The history of Computational Fluid Dynamics, or CFD for short, started in the 

early 1970s. Around that time, it became an acronym for a combination of physics, 

numerical mathematics, and, to some extent, computer sciences employed to simulate fluid 

flows, showed in Figure 3-1.  

 
Figure 3-1 CFD structure. 

               Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) uses powerful computers and applied 

mathematics to model fluid flow situations. The yardstick of success is how well the results 

of numerical simulation agree with the experiment in cases where careful laboratory 
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experiments can be established, and how well the simulations can predict highly complex 

phenomena that cannot be isolated in the laboratory [1]. As a developing science, CFD has 

received extensive attention throughout the international community since the advent of 

the digital computer. Since the late 1960s, there has been considerable growth in the 

development and application of CFD to all aspects of fluid dynamics [2]. As a result, CFD 

has become an integral part of the engineering design and analysis environment of many 

companies because of its ability to predict the performance of new designs or processes 

before they are ever manufactured or implemented.  

Table 3-1 CFD application in various areas [3]. 

 
 

               CFD has grown from a mathematical curiosity to become an essential tool in 

almost every branch of fluid dynamics. It allows for a deep analysis of the fluid mechanics 

and local effects in a lot of equipment. Most of the CFD results will give improved 

performance, better reliability, more confident scale-up, improved product consistency, 
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and higher plant productivity. Some design engineers actually use CFD to analyze new 

systems before deciding which and how many validation tests need to be performed. 

 It provides a detailed understanding of flow distribution, weight losses, mass and heat 

transfer, particulate separation. 

 It makes it possible to evaluate geometric changes with much less time and cost that 

would be involved in laboratory testing. 

 It is able to reduce scale-up problems because the models are based on fundamental 

physics and are scale independent. 

               CFD is a method to numerically analyze a fluid flow system which is able to 

associate with chemical reaction, fluid dynamics, heat and mass transfer [4]. CFD 

simulation applies the numerical analysis method which numerically approximates the 

mathematical model which governing the fluid flow phenomenon. As the nature of the 

numerical analysis, CFD is able to simplify the complicated model governing the 

membrane separation mechanism which enables the user to reduce the lead time in 

geometry model construction. With the capability of CFD in numerically solving the 

governing mathematical model, it enables the user to investigate the membrane separation 

phenomenon such as fluid flow [5,6]. Whenever the computing facilities are available, 

CFD is able to perform the almost unrestricted level of system details in the membrane 

separation and study the phenomenon where the controlled experiment is unable to be 

performed [4]. 

               Many researchers are utilizing CFD technique to gain insight into various 

phenomena taking place within the membrane modules to improve its performance or to 
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provide valuable information for the design process. Moreover, many research groups have 

shifted their focus to CFD making it a widely used tool in the field of membrane science 

[7]. The advantage of CFD tool over the traditional experimental methods lies in the built-

in flexibility to change operating conditions, fluid properties and geometric parameters of 

the flow channel. For instance, geometric parameters of the flow channel can be varied 

using appropriate CFD software and do not need the physical construction of the modified 

channel, to investigate the effects on parameters of interest. Similarly, fluid properties and 

operating conditions can be varied to investigate their impact on the parameters of interest 

without experimentations. Another important and interesting feature of the CFD is that the 

data can be reported anywhere in the computational domain at any time during the 

simulation without obstructing the flow itself.  

3.1.1 Mathematical formulation 

3.1.1.1 Governing equations 

               The governing equations will be solved by numerical iteration until the solution 

is converged. The final result will be presented in the graphical user interface in post-

process for the user in-depth analysis [4].  The governing equations in CFD which involves 

fluid flow and heat transfer are mathematically written from the conservation law of 

physics including the phenomenon of mass, momentum and energy.  

               The equations governing fluid motion are the three fundamental principles of 

mass, momentum, and energy conservation. 

Continuity        
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑉) = 0 
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Momentum      ρ
𝐷𝑉

𝐷𝑡
= ∇. 𝜏𝑖𝑗 − ∇𝑝 + 𝜌𝐹 

Energy         ρ
𝐷𝑒

𝐷𝑡
+ 𝑝(∇. 𝑉) =

𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑡
− ∇. 𝑞 + Φ 

where ρ is the fluid density, V is the fluid velocity vector, τij is the viscous stress tensor, p 

is pressure, F is the body forces, e is the internal energy, Q is the heat source term, t is time, 

Φ is the dissipation term , and  ∇.q is the heat loss by conduction. Fourier’s law for heat 

transfer by conduction can be used to describe q as: 

q = −k∇T 

where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, and T is the temperature. Depending on 

the nature of physics governing the fluid motion one or more terms might be negligible. 

3.1.1.2 Boundary conditions 

               The governing equation of fluid motion are solved basing on the boundary 

conditions and the initial conditions are specified. Any partial differential equation depends 

on the equation itself require the form of the boundary conditions. Common boundary 

conditions are listed below: 

1) Dirichlet boundary condition: 

∅ = 𝑓1(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 

               Here the values of the variable φ on the boundary are known as constants f1. This 

allows a simple substitution to be made to fix the boundary value. For example, the flow 

velocity may be fixed at the boundary of the domain. Fro the no-slip and no-penetration 

conditions on the solid walls, the fluid velocity is the same as the velocity of the wall. 

2)  Neuman boundary condition: 
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∂∅

∂n
= 𝑓2(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 

               Here the derivatives of the variable φ on the boundary are known f2, and this gives 

an extra equation, which can be used to find the value at the boundary. For example, the 

velocity does not change downstream of the flow, the derivative of u is zero at that 

boundary. 

3)  Mixed type boundary condition: 

𝑎∅ + 𝑏
𝜕∅

𝜕𝑛
= 𝑓3(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 

               The physical boundary conditions that are commonly observed in the fluid 

problems are as follows: 

(a) Solid walls: Many boundaries within a fluid flow domain will be solid walls, and these 

can be either stationary or moving walls. When the flow is laminar then the velocity 

components can be set to be the velocity of the wall.  

(b) Inlets: At an inlet, fluid enters the domain and, therefore, its fluid velocity or pressure, 

or the mass flow rate may be known. 

(c) Symmetry boundaries: When the flow is symmetrical about some plane there is no flow 

through the boundary and the derivatives of the variables normal to the boundary are zero. 

(d) Cyclic or periodic boundaries: These boundaries come in pairs and are used to specify 

that the flow has the same values of the variables at equivalent positions on both of the 

boundaries. 

(e) Pressure boundary conditions: The ability to specify a pressure condition at one or more 

boundaries of a computational region is an important and useful computational tool.  
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(f) Outflow boundary conditions: In many simulations, there is a need to have fluid flow 

out of one or more boundaries of the computational region. 

(g) Opening boundary conditions: When the fluid flow crosses the boundary surface in 

either direction an opening boundary condition needs to be utilized. 

(h) Free surfaces and interfaces: When the fluid has a free surface, then the surface tension 

forces need to be considered. This requires utilization of the Laplace's equation which 

specifies the surface tension-induced jump in the normal stress ps across the interface: 

𝑝𝑠 = 𝜎𝑘 

where σ represents the liquid-air surface tension and κ the total curvature of the interface. 

3.1.2 CFD modeling 

 

Figure 3-2 CFD modeling. 

               All CFD codes contain three main elements: (1) A pre-processor, before 

simulating the problem geometry, generate the grid, and define the flow parameter and the 

boundary conditions to the code are input here. (2) A flow solver, there are four different 

methods used as a flow solver: finite difference method; finite element method, finite 
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volume method, and spectral method that are used in solving the governing equation of the 

flow subject. (3) A post-processor, after simulating the data and show the results are show 

in graphical and easy to read format. 

3.1.2.1 Pre-processing 

               Function of a pre-processor is to provide flow problem inputs to CFD program 

by means of a user-friendly interface and to convert the input provided in a form suitable 

to be used by the solver. At the stage of pre-processing following user activities are 

involved [4]: 

• Defining computational domain i.e., geometry creation of the specific region of interest. 

• Grid generation or meshing, by dividing the main computational domain into a number 

of smaller and non-overlapping sub-domains by means of a grid of cells. This yield small 

control volumes or elements. 

• Selecting chemical and physical phenomena that are needed to be modeled. 

• Defining fluid properties. 

• Defining or specifying appropriate boundary conditions at the cells coinciding with 

domain boundary. 

               In CFD the solution of the flow problem is defined at nodes inside each cell. The 

accuracy of the solution depends on the number of cells in the grid. Generally speaking, 

solution will be more accurate for grids involving a larger number of cells. The accuracy 

of the solution along with the computational both largely depends on the grid fineness. To 

reduce computational cost without having an adverse impact on the accuracy of the solution 
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often non-uniform grids are used. These grids are finer in the regions where the variations 

are higher from point to point and coarser in the area where the variations are on a relatively 

lower side. To date no CFD commercial code is equipped with robust self-adapting 

meshing capabilities, although efforts are being made in this direction. 

3.1.2.2 Solver 

               After making mesh on the geometry, using a computer to solve mathematical 

equations of fluid flow. In the process the software can solve the equations of state for each 

cell until an acceptable convergence is achieved. Many thousands of equations are solved 

in a very intensive process. In each case, the equations are integrated and the boundary 

conditions are applied to it. The equation discretization is applied to each individual cell of 

the mesh. Until a required accuracy is achieved this process is repeated in an iterative 

manner. This step can be a time-consuming process depending on the core of any CFD 

software package. 

3.1.2.3 Post processing 

               This part includes three parts: 1) Visualization of numerical results via contour 

maps, vector fields and streamlines, 2) Integration of numerical results, 3) Validation of 

the CFD solution. 

               The post-processing program is used to make the evaluation of the data generated 

by the CFD analysis. When the model has been solved, the results can be analyzed both 

numerically and graphically. Post-processing tools of the powerful CFD software can 

create visualization ranging from simple 2-D graphs to 3-D representations. Typical graphs 
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obtained with the post-processor might contain a section of the mesh together with vector 

plots of the velocity field or contour plots of scalar variables such as pressure. In such 

graphs, colors are used to differentiate between the different size of the values. When some 

results have been obtained, they must be analyzed, first to check that the solution is 

satisfactory and then to determine the actual flow data that is required from the simulation. 

Commercially available CFD codes use different numerical solution techniques. For 

instance, CFD codes including ANSYS FLUENT, CFX, PHOENICS and STAR-CD make 

use of finite volume method to solve fluid flow problems. Generally, the numerical 

algorithm follows the following three steps: 1) Governing equations of fluid flow are 

integrated over all the finite control volumes of the domain. 2) The resulting integral 

equations are converted to a system of algebraic equations, this step is also referred to as 

discretization. 3) An iterative method is employed to solve the algebraic equations. 

               Most of the leading commercial CFD packages are equipped with powerful data 

visualization and export tools, for instance: 1) Display of domain geometry and grid. The 

facility for generating different surfaces in different areas of interest. 2)  Plotting vectors 

at various surfaces of interest. 3) Contour plots. 4) Two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

surface plots. 5) Particle tracking. 6) Manipulate the view (rotate, translate, scale etc.). 7) 

Animation for dynamic result display. 8) Data export facility to analyze the generated data 

outside the code. 

               The reliability of the fluid flow problem results generated by the CFD codes 

depend on the proper embedment of physical laws. At beginning the model a flow problem 

in 2D or 3D is the important decisions that should be made, to include or exclude the effect 
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of ambient temperature, assume constant density for the working fluid or incorporate the 

effect of pressure variations on the fluid density etc. The appropriateness of assumptions 

made in the process partly determines the quality of the results generated by the code. 

               To have successful simulation results defining the appropriate domain geometry 

and optimal grid generation are also important tasks. The most of using criteria for 

successful results are convergence and grid independence. It has been established earlier 

that the solution of the fluid flow problem using CFD codes is iterative in nature, which 

means that for a converged solution the residuals is very small. This aim can be met by the 

appropriate selection of relaxation factors. The important part that should be considered is 

the grid independent solution can be obtained by successive refinement of an initial coarse 

grid to the point when the key results do not change with further grid refinement. 

3.1.3 Literature on CFD application 

               In membrane separation modeling, the topics using CFD to study include spacer 

geometry, fouling, and concentration polarization. Fouling on the membrane surface is an 

inevitable phenomenon in the separating process. Fouling modeling, specifically 

concentration polarization and temperature polarization, have been considered by CFD 

using many years [8–10]. The hydrodynamic in feed channel can be clarified by CFD 

directly, and the geometry of spacer is close related with flow pattern [11,12]. Table 3-2 

listed the important contribution through using 3D CFD.  
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Table 3-2 Summaries of important contributions to membrane studies utilizing 3D CFD 

[13]. 

[14] 

 

[15] 

 

[16] 

 

[17] 

 

 

[18] 

 

[19] 

 

[20] 

 

[21] 

 

[22] 

 

[23] 

 

3.2 CFD protocol 

               In the last few years, there has been continuous progress in the development of 

CFD codes. These codes can now cope with a high level of complexity in many research 

fields, which makes them attractive to use. However, CFD codes that are used in the 

membrane separation have not reached a relatively mature state, they still require to be 

improved in accuracy, ease of use, robustness and computational efficiency [13]. Of all the 

commercial CFD codes there are some codes for general purpose as well as for specific 

applications. Most of these commercial CFD codes can be supported on the platforms of 

UNIX on workstations and WINDOWS or LINUX on high-end Intel Pentium PCs. Table 

3-3 summarized the main commercial CFD codes. Some of the common commercial codes 

are described as follows. 
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Table 3-3 Commercial CFD code list. 

CFD code Company Web site 

CFX ANSYS https://www.ansys.com/products/fluids/ansys-cfx 

FLUENT ANSYS https://www.ansys.com/products/fluids/ansys-fluent 

OpenFOAM OpenCFD Ltd https://www.openfoam.com/ 

Matlab MathWorks https://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html 

COMSOL COMSOL Multiphysics https://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html 

PHOENIX 
Phoenix Software 

International, Inc. 
http://www.cham.co.uk/ 

3.2.1 The finite difference method 

               The finite difference method was among the first methods applied to the 

numerical solution of differential equations [24]. It was first utilized by Euler, probably in 

1768. The finite difference method is directly applied to the differential form of the 

governing equations. The principle is to employ a Taylor series expansion for the 

discretization of the derivatives of the flow variables. 

               An important advantage of the finite difference methodology is its simplicity. 

Another advantage is the possibility to easily obtain high-order approximations, and hence 

to achieve high-order accuracy of the spatial discretization. On the other hand, because the 

method requires a structured grid, the range of application is clearly restricted. 

Furthermore, the finite difference method cannot be directly applied in body-fitted 

(curvilinear) coordinates, but the governing equations have to be first transformed into a 

Cartesian coordinate system or in other cords from the physical to the computational space. 

The problem herewith is that the Jacobian of coordinate transformation appears in the flow 

equations. This Jacobian has to be consistently discretized in order to avoid the introduction 

of additional numerical errors. Thus, the finite difference method can be applied only to 

rather simple geometries. Nowadays, it is sometimes utilized for the direct numerical 
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simulation of turbulence (DNS), but it is only very rarely used for industrial applications. 

More details to the finite difference method can be found for example in [41], or in 

textbooks on the solution of partial differential equations. 

3.2.2 The finite volume method 

               The finite volume method directly utilizes the conservation laws - the integral 

formulation of the Navier-Stokes/Euler equations [24]. It was first employed by McDonald 

1421 for the simulation of 2D inviscid flows. The finite volume method discretizes the 

governing equations by first dividing the physical space into a number of arbitrary 

polyhedral control volumes.  

               The main advantage of the finite volume method is that the spatial discretization 

is carried out directly in the physical space. Thus, there are no problems with any 

transformation between coordinate systems, like in the case of the finite difference method. 

Compared to the finite differences, one further advantage of the finite volume method is 

that it is very flexible, it can be rather easily implemented on structure as well as on 

unstructured grids. This renders the finite volume method particularly suitable for the 

treatment of flows in complex geometries. 

               It is interesting to note that under certain conditions, the finite volume method 

can be shown to be equivalent to the finite difference method, or to a low-order finite 

element method. 

3.2.3 The finite element method 
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               The finite element method was originally employed for structural analysis only 

[24]. It was first introduced by Turner et al. [43] in 1956. About ten years later, researchers 

started to use the finite element method also for the numerical solution of field equations 

in continuous media. However, only with the beginning of the 1990s, did the finite element 

method gain popularity in the solution of the Euler and the Navier-Stokes equations. A 

good introduction to the classical finite element methodology can be found in [44]. 

Applications to flow problems are described in [45], [46], and more recently in [47]. 

               The finite element method, as it is in general applied to the solution of the 

Euler/Navier-Stokes equations, starts with a subdivision of the physical space into 

triangular (in 2D) or into tetrahedral (in 3D) elements. Thus, an unstructured grid has to be 

generated. Depending on the element type and the required accuracy, a certain number of 

points at the boundaries and/or inside an element is specified, where the solution of the 

flow problem has to be found. The total number of points multiplied with the number of 

unknowns determines the number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the so-called shape 

functions have to be defined, which represent the variation of the solution inside an 

element. In practical implementations, linear elements are usually employed, which use the 

grid nodes exclusively. The shape functions are then linear distributions, whose value is 

zero outside the corresponding element. This results in a second-order accurate 

representation of the solution on smooth grids.  

               From above the comparison of the three methods was listed in Table 3-4. The 

application of the Finite Volume Method for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations 
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used in this study as employed by ANSYS CFX [ANSYS CFX, Release 18.1.] is described 

in the following sections. The structure of ANSYS CFX was shown in Figure 3-3. 

Table 3-4 Summary of characteristics of discretization methods [25]. 

Method 
Formulation 

consideration 
Mesh consideration 

Boundary condition 

consideration 

FDM Conceptually 

easy to formulate 
Meshes must be structured in two or 

three dimensions. Curvilinear 

meshes must be transformed to 

structured Cartesian coordinates. 

More difficult to accommodate 

complex geometries. 

Neumann boundary 

conditions (derivatives of 

variables specified at 

boundaries) cannot be 

strictly enforced, only 

approximated. 

FEM Formulation less 

straight forward 
Easier to accommodate complex 

geometries. Non-Cartesian 

coordinates and unstructured meshes 

possible 

Neumann boundary 

conditions are exactly 

enforced 

FVM Can be 

formulated based 

on FEM or FDM 

Depends on formulation (FEM or 

FDM) 
Neumann boundary 

conditions are exactly 

enforced 

 

Figure 3-3 ANSYS CFX structure. 

3.2.3.1 ANSYS CFX-Pre 
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               The next-generation physics pre-processor, CFX-Pre, is used to define 

simulations. Multiple meshes may be imported, allowing each section of complex 

geometries to use the most appropriate mesh. Analyses, which consist of flow physics, 

boundary conditions, initial values, and solver parameters, are also specified. A full range 

of boundary conditions, including inlets, outlets and openings, together with boundary 

conditions for heat transfer models and periodicity, are all available in ANSYS CFX 

through CFX-Pre. 

3.2.3.2 ANS'S CFX-Solver 

               CFX-Solver solves all the solution variables for the simulation for the problem 

specification generated in CFX-Pre. One of the most important features of ANSYS CFX 

is its use of a coupled solver, in which all the hydrodynamic equations are solved as a single 

system. The coupled solver is faster than the traditionally segregated solver and fewer 

iterations are required to obtain a converged flow solution. 

3.2.3.3 ANS'S CFX-post 

               CFD-Post provides state-of-the-art interactive post-processing graphics tools to 

analyze and present the ANSYS CFX simulation results. 

Important features include: 

1) Quantitative post-processing 

2) Report generation  

3) Command line, session file, or state file input  

4) User-defined variables 
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5) Generation of a variety of graphical objects where visibility, transparency, color, and 

line/face rendering can be controlled  

6) Power Syntax to allow fully programmable session files. 

3.3 Programming procedure 

               In the thesis mainly CFX-pre 18.1 is used as a pre-processor and CFX-solver 

Manager 18.1 is used as a solver. After making the physical model in ANSYS Workbench 

including creating the mesh file, boundary conditions were defined in CFX-pre 18.1. The 

parameters and equations were together all the information provided to the CFX-solver 

18.1 pertaining to a specific fluid flow problem. All the calculation performed by CFX-

solver 18.1 gives out the results and are detailed in CFX-post 18.1. 

               The results of this thesis were generated by ANSYS CFX 18.1 and compared with 

the experimental and numerical studies which focused on commercial spacers. Since the 

geometries of the two spacers considered in the numerical studies are identical to those 

spacers considered in previous studies, therefore quantitative comparison of their results 

showed the inclination of the results matching. Furthermore, the characteristics of two 

spacers were detailed. Among the variables considered for comparison, purpose is wall 

shear stresses on membrane surfaces, pressure drop, Power number, friction factor, and 

modified friction factor coefficient. 
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Pillar-like spacer 

               This chapter shows the importance of flow situations to mass transfer in feed 

channel of spiral wound module. A novel spacer design is given out, and property of the 

spacer is discussed by using CFD simulation. The results of energy consumption and shear 

stress are compared with the commerical spacer.  

4.1 Introduction 

               In the reverse osmosis (RO) process, membrane fouling occurs because the solute 

separation process is a significant challenge to reliable membrane performance. In addition 

to the membrane wall flow pattern, the solute separation process is vital to the feed spacer’s 

design. To enhance the mass transport characteristics and to mitigate fouling and 

concentration polarization phenomena, different feed spacer geometries have been 

considered for the optimization of hydrodynamic characteristics in several numerical and 

experimental studies [1–3]. Schwinge et al. [4] reported, in detail, the effects of feed spacer 

geometry on the flux and pressure loss. Compared to other factors, previous studies have 

focused on the effect of feed spacers on fouling and performance. Using a numerical model, 

the experimental results of Vrouwenvelder et al. [5] confirmed that feed spacer fouling was 

more important than membrane fouling. Karabelas et al. [6] focused on the feed spacers’ 

compressive stress effect on the characteristics of spacer-filled membrane channels. The 

authors’ work focused on the effect of compressive stresses from the net-type spacers on 
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the spiral wound module’s operating parameters and on the overall performance of the RO 

process. In recent years, the use of three-dimensional (3D) print technology in feed spacer 

fabrication has also been applied to enhance the membrane module’s design [7,8]. Owing 

to biofouling and particulate fouling, the fouling of feed spacers in the membrane elements 

was noted as a vital problem during the RO operation. Cornelissen et al. [9] showed 

strategies to reduce biofouling linked to feed spacers with periodic air/water flushing. 

Araujo et al. [10] found that a decrease in pressure due to biofouling was generated by an 

increase in the spacer thickness. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was applied to visually 

investigate the flow patterns determined by the feed spacer; PIV is considered to be a non-

invasive and high-resolution experimental method [11]. The pressure decrease along the 

channel and the flux improvement are closely related to the flow pattern, especially the 

eddy promotion from the feed spacer. Radu et al. [12] reported that substrates rejection due 

to concentration polarization increased with biofilm thickness, and that biofilm removal 

depended on the velocity variation and shear stress. To achieve further economic 

improvements to the operation, the consideration of flow pattern has led to the study of 

feed spacer geometry. 
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Figure 4-1 2 layer and 3 layer spacer reported by Schwinge et al. [4]. 
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Figure 4-2 Spacer fouling reported by Vrouwenvelder et al. [5]. 
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Figure 4-3 Views of commercial RO membrane surfaces with indentations due to feed-

spacer sheet compressed in-between envelopes reported by Karabelas et al. [6]. 
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Figure 4-4 Three representative 3D printing technologies [7]. 

 

Figure 4-5  Images of standard feed spacers differing in thickness made with 

stereomicroscope at the same magnification factor reported by Araújo, P. A. et al.[10]. 
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Figure 4-6 PIV applying in spacer simulation [11]. 

 

Figure 4-7 Illustration of biofilm development in time in the feed channel with spacer 

reported by Radu, A. I. et al. [12]. 

               Extensive experimental and theoretical studies have sought a better understanding 

of spiral wound (SW) membrane mechanisms and the optimization of feed spacer 

geometric parameters. The studies have found the advantages of geometric configuration 

in the development of the feed spacer to promote high shear stresses and mass transfer 

rates. However, in the stagnant zone, which is behind the line contact filaments, a low flow 
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velocity means fewer shear stresses, lower mass transfer rates, and a quicker membrane 

flux decline, which are caused by a simultaneous increase in fouling [13]. In early work, 

Pervov et al. [14] pointed out the influence of the feed spacer on the scale formation process 

in the SW membrane model, and details of the mineral precipitation in the contact zone of 

the spacer and membrane were described in this work. It was found that the transverse 

filaments determined the flow structure, as reported by Da Costa et al. [15] and Santos et 

al. [16]. In the current study, a pillar-like spacer was designed to optimize feed spacer 

geometry. Compared with the conventional spacer, the contact method of the pillar-like 

spacer with the membrane changed with the area contact. Hence, it was possible that the 

diameter of the connecting filaments (transverse filament) had decreased to maximize the 

channel porosity. Furthermore, different cross-section of conjunction were considered 

shown in Table 4-1. To optimize the flow pattern near the membrane, different 

configuration of connecting filament were investigated shown in Table 4-2. The energy 

consumption and shear stress were analyzed using a numerical method, and the results were 

compared to those of commercial spacers studied in previous works. 
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Figure 4-8 Velocity vector distribution at velocity equal to (a) 0.5 m/s; (b) 1.0 m/s; (c) 

2.0 m/s — two cylinders [17]. 
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Figure 4-9 The causes of scale formation in spiral wound RO modules reported by 

Pervov, Alexei G et al.[14]. 

 

Figure 4-10 Commercial spacers reported by Da Costa et al. [15]. 
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Figure 4-11 Schematic of tested flow-aligned spacers in Santos et al. study [16]. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Characterization of the Pillar-Like Spacer 

4.2.1.1 Feed Spacer Design-Related Problem 

               Optimizing the feed spacer’s design is the key way to improve SW membrane 

performance in a pressure-driven membrane process. In the feed channel, spacer use is 

essential to mass transfer; however, the feed spacer geometry determines the 

hydrodynamics at the same time. Changes in the flow direction and spacer filaments drag 

cause hydrodynamic resistance, which generates more power consumption in the 

membrane’s operation. Compared to an empty channel, a spacer-filled channel has a higher 

pressure drop and 3–5 times more flux enhancement. However, beyond the critical 

Reynolds number of 60, the flow becomes unstable [18], notably when the cylinder is 

inserted in the middle of the channel. This is important to both the periodic and symmetric 

geometry in the feed spacer’s design. The SW membrane parameter variables (i.e., the 

diameter of the filament, element size, channel height, channel porosity, etc.) influence the 

flow patterns linked to the shear stress distribution on the membrane and feed spacer 

surface. The hydrodynamic boundary layer must be considered for the permeate flux and 

fouling process in most of the hydrodynamic analysis. 

               In conventional designs, the transverse filaments (perpendicular to the cross flow) 

of the woven and unwoven feed spacer are important to the phenomenon of concentration 

polarization, which is closely related to membrane fouling near to the membrane surface. 
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The region adjacent to the transverse filaments wall has much higher concentrations [19]. 

Boram et al. [20] compared the water flux in four classic types of feed spacer 

configurations, which included nonwoven, partially woven, middle-layer, and fully woven 

spacers, and showed concentration contours near the transverse filaments using COMSOL 

Multiphysics. Van Gauwbergen et al. [21] reported the same situation using potassium and 

calcium chloride as tracers in the experimental research. In the present design, transverse 

filaments were set as the submerged spacer, where the intersection of the filaments lowered 

the feed spacer effect owing to its cross-section design. 

4.2.1.2 Selection of Feed Spacer Design Parameter Values 

               Typical net-like feed spacers are composed of woven and nonwoven feed spacers 

to enhance mass transfer in the membrane modules. Filaments contact the membrane with 

the line; so, in the downstream, there is a dead-flow zone behind the transverse filaments. 

In these dead-flow zones, velocity is close to zero, shear stress and mass transfer are low, 

and biofouling cultivates easily. The location and inter-filament distance of the feed spacers 

constrain the shear stress distribution, mass transfer coefficients, and the pressure inside 

the channel [17]. Koutsou et al. [22] designed a novel spacer to eliminate the adverse 

effects from the dead-flow zone. However, the nodes of the design were spherical and 

contacted the membrane with points, which was unstable and made it difficult to optimize 

the transverse filament. In the current study, a pillar-like spacer was designed, and it was 

composed of two sets of the intersection and the connecting filaments. A schematic 

diagram of the pillar-like feed spacer is illustrated in Figure 4-12 (shown by an elliptic 

intersection) and Figure 4-15. The intersection that was perpendicular to the membrane 
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surface was fixed by the transverse and longitudinal connecting filaments. Furthermore, its 

cross-section was designed as ellipse and circular for comparison; hence, the intersection 

contacted the membrane with a small elliptic or circular area. The area contact was more 

stable than points or line contact. Additionally, the connecting filament was in the middle 

of the feed channel. The adverse effects on the dead-flow zone were eliminated. The 

geometry of this pillar-like feed spacer was described by the feed channel height, hf, the 

element length (the distance between the filaments), ΔL, the diameter of the connecting 

filament, d, the semi-major axis and semi-minor axis of the intersection elliptic cross-

section, a and b, respectively (as shown in Figure 4-13), and the diameter of the 

intersection circular cross-section, D (shown in Figure 4-15). The feed spacer was also 

characterized by the hydraulic diameter, DH, and the feed channel porosity or voidage, ε. 

 

Figure 4-12 A view of the morphology of the pillar-like feed spacer. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 4-13 The geometrical characteristics of the pillar-like feed spacer. 

Table 4-1 The selection of conjunction cross-section 
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Table 4-2 The selection of connecting filament 

 

               The basic geometrical characteristics were the ratio of the distance between the 

parallel connecting filaments to the diameter of the cylinder intersection (L/D) and the ratio 

of the diameter of the circular intersections to the diameter of the cylinder connecting 

filaments (D/d), or the diameter of the cylinder connecting filaments to the ellipse semi-

minor axis for the elliptic cross-section (d/a), as shown on the right of Figure 4-15. The 

main flow direction was vertical to the cylinder connecting filaments, as shown in Figure 
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4-13. From a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) viewpoint, it was convenient to define 

every simulated unit cell and simulate the respective flow field in detail. A higher pressure 

drop was caused by the feed spacer as reported by Haidari et al. [11]. The diameter of the 

cylinder connecting the filaments decreased to enhance the channel porosity. Lanxess AG 

(LXS-ASD) has done the same work, although it alternated the strand thickness to reduce 

the pressure drop [23]. Filament spacing is a key parameter for the pressure drop, mass 

transport, and fouling propensity [24,25]. In a commercial spacer, the ratio L/D usually 

varies between 7 and 9; however, in most studies, this ratio varies between 6 and 12 [26,27]. 

For consideration of the mechanical strength in this design, a high density was applied or 

a minor L/D ratio = 6 was applied. For area contact, D = hf/2 = 1 mm [4] was employed in 

the present parameters setting. 

4.2.2 Computational Model 

               Along with the experimental techniques, the time, cost, and risks were reduced by 

the computational techniques. As a reliable and efficient numerical analysis tool, CFD has 

been extensively applied to the flow conditions of the SW membrane modules as described 

in Reference [28]. The interaction of the many different processes could be assessed 

through computational simulation. Without building spacers, CFD simulation can 

investigate hydrodynamics under various feed spacer geometry parameters. In the present 

work, the model of the pillar-like feed spacer was constructed to simulate a membrane 

system to analyze the role of the pillar-like feed spacer in the feed channel in terms of 

improving the hydraulic behavior and the decreasing pressure drop. In the current work, a 
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double-sided membrane was implemented, and the consideration of the feed spacer’s 

impact was based on the fluid dynamics and also the through flow. 

               A 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model was constructed to study the 

impact of the pillar-like feed spacer in relation to hydraulics in the feed channel. There 

were two steps to the model. The geometry was constructed by comparison with 

conventional geometries. Therefore, the incompressible flow in the laminar flow regime 

was calculated using commonly employed parameters (i.e., friction factor, the 

dimensionless power number, and the modified friction factor). 

4.2.2.1 Model Construction 

               The middle region was chosen for the sake of simplicity as the study region (as 

shown in Figure 4-2). In most RO applications, the permeation velocity has no significant 

effect on the flow structure in the channel, and in industrial membrane processes, the 

permeate rate is no more than 0.5% of the total cross-flow velocity in the feed channel. For 

this reason, the membrane and feed spacer surface were set as a no-slip boundary condition 

and the assumption of a non-permeable wall was adopted; also, the velocity of the fluid on 

the surface was specified as zero in the CFD model. Thus, the spacer was explicitly defined 

as a solid object. The inlet and outlet cross-section were set as the periodic boundary as 

described in References [18,29]. The cross-section between two near elements was set as 

the symmetrical boundary as in Reference [30] (shown in Figure 4-14). The cylinder 

hydraulics diameter of the cross-section was fixed to compare the circle cross-section and 

the elliptic cross-section as outlined in Reference [31]. To enhance the porosity, the 

diameter of the connecting filament was decreased, and five kinds of geometry were 
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considered in this study (as shown in Figure 4-15). In most real cases, the flow through 

the spacer-filled modules falls in the Reynolds number category where the flow is steady 

and laminar [32]. The standard laminar model was applied following the literature 

recommendation to simulate flows below a Reynolds number of 300 in the laminar flow 

regime through the solution of continuity, as in Reference [33]. Given the simplified 

simulation, fluid was assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible, and, therefore, no salt 

source was considered. 

 

Figure 4-14 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model setting. 
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Figure 4-15 The pillar-like feed spacer’s porosity. 

4.2.2.2 Simulation of Flow Patterns 

               The flow of a Newtonian fluid in the spacer-filled channel was modelled by 

Navier–Stokes and continuity equations. The simulation equations are listed below: 

               The channel porosity is 

𝜀 = 1 −
𝑉𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟

𝑉𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 (2) 

where VSpacer is the feed spacer volume, and VTotal is the channel space volume in which the 

mean flow was separated. The hydraulic channel Reynolds number as in Reference [2] is 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒𝐷𝐻

𝜇 
 (3) 

where ρ is the water density, Uave is the average velocity that flows in the spacer-filled 

channel, where Uave is calculated by dividing the superficial velocity (for the empty 
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channel) by the porosity, (Uave = Usup/ε). μ is the water kinematic viscosity. The definition 

of the Reynolds number was used in the results of friction factor and dimensionless power 

number. The channel hydraulic diameter, as a geometrical parameter that is dependent on 

the d/a ratio and is close to the filament drag, can be defined as in Reference [2] 

𝐷𝐻 =
4 × 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
 (4) 

where the computational volume is the total volume of the element cell. Wet surface area 

was included in the surface of the spacer and the membrane. Pressure drop can be expressed 

via the friction factor described in References [34,35]. 

𝑓 =
∆𝑃

∆𝐿

2𝐷𝐻

𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒
2

 (5) 

where Δp is the pressure drop in the channel and ΔL is the element length. 

               The dimensionless power number outlined in References [27,36] is calculated as 

follows: 

𝑃𝑛 = 𝑓𝑅𝑒
3.  (6) 

               Shear stress on the membrane’s surface is important to lower the concentration 

polarization and enhance the mass transfer. The modified friction factor employed to select 

the best feed spacer for mass transfer efficiency was used as the method to analyze shear 

stress on the membrane in comparing five group data as in Reference [16]. 

               The modified friction factor for the area average shear stress is represented as in 

Reference [16] 
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𝑓𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑅𝑒2

𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒
2

= 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝜌𝐷𝐻
2

𝜇2
 (7) 

where τwall is the average shear stress on the membrane surface. All other quantities in the 

equations are known and constant quantities. 

4.2.2.3 Model Solution 

               Navier–Stokes equations (REF) were solved in ANSYS-CFX (v18.1, ANSYS, Inc. 

Cecil Township, Pennsylvania, United States, www.ansys.com), with the finite volume 

method on the tetrahedral mesh (shown in Figure 4-16) being generated by the ANSYS-

CFX automatic mesh generator. Tetrahedral elements were the main elements of the fluid 

simulation, where Haaksman et al. also generated the same kind of mesh in a simulation 

[23,28]. Picioreanu et al. [37] also used tetrahedral elements for the finite element solution 

in three-dimensional application modes. In Figure 4-16, the mesh quality of the boundary 

layer is illustrated. The grid sizes varied from 89,823 to 134,003 min nodes for the different 

channel porosities. The mesh was refined near the membrane surface of the boundary layer 

simulation, and the mesh was expanded away from the membrane. The near-wall node on 

the membrane was at a distance of 0.2 mm. The thickness of the first mesh element layer 

was below 1% of the channel height as in Reference [38]. The mesh independence of the 

solution was checked to ensure that there were sufficient cells in the boundary layer. 
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Figure 4-16 The computational grid for the pillar-like feed spacer. 

4.3 Results 

               Significant quantitative characteristics of the pillar-like feed spacer are presented 

herein. The results of this study were obtained from direct numerical simulation techniques. 

To investigate the flow pattern, water was taken as a bulk flow in this study. The Reynolds 

number up to 200 and the filament spacing 4 resulted in a moderate pressure drop and 

higher values of the mass transfer coefficient as reported by Asim Saeed et al. [35]. Ranade 

et al. [39] indicated that, in most of the spacer-filled channels, the transition from the 

laminar to turbulent flow regime occurred at Reynolds numbers of 300–400 for packed 

beds. In Shakaib et al. [40], the simulation for the onset of unsteady flow took Reynolds 

numbers from 100 to 300. Haaksman et al. [23] observed differences in the experiment and 

model results, where the Reynolds number was from 125 to 200. In the current study, four 

different flow rates were relayed with average inlet velocities of 0.01 m s−1, 0.02 m s−1, 

0.04 m s−1, and 0.06 m s−1, yielding a Reynolds number ranging from 30 to 250 when 

running the CFD simulation. To validate the present work for simulating the character of 
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the pillar-like feed spacer, the results of the basic dimensionless parameters friction factor, 

the dimensionless power number, and the modified friction factor, which have been used 

in other studies, were compared with the results of previous studies on the empty channel 

and conventional spacers. From Equation (3), the Reynolds number depends on the 

hydraulic diameter, which is related to the filament surface defined by the ratio d/a. 

Therefore, the Reynolds number was selected by comparing the energy consumption. The 

comparison of the shear stress was performed by selecting the same energy consumption, 

where the dimensionless power number was equal to 106, and commercial spacers were 

added to compare the inclination of the modified friction factor. Two types of commercial 

spacers were used (Conwed Plastics, Minneapolis USA), as mentioned in Haaksman et al. 

[23], for comparative purposes. 

4.3.1 Porosity 

               Channel porosity is the ratio of the empty volume to total volume. Channel porosity 

can be applied to estimate filament dimension and feed spacer mesh size. Feed spacer 

volume can be measured by the feed spacer weight or feed spacer density using the 

experimental method. However, the geometry parameters of the feed spacer have been 

measured using a microscope in most of the experimental studies [41]. The channel 

porosity can be calculated using Equation (2). In the present work, a different element 

length meant a different porosity of the feed channel, and the value was higher than in other 

feed spacer studies, where the maximum value of the porosity measurement was 0.906 as 

reported by Siddiqui et al. [42]. In this study, the porosity value of the elliptic cross-section 

was from 0.928 to 0.979, as shown in Figure 4-15. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 4-17 The pressure drop, associated with the connecting filament diameter, as a 

function of (a) the flow rate and (b) the average velocity. 
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Table 4-3 The pressure drop function parameters. 

 a1 b1 a2 b2 

d/a = 0.25 3.26 × 104 1.13 0.09 1.13 

d/a = 0.5 6.45 × 104 1.17 0.11 1.17 

d/a = 1 1.59 × 105 1.21 0.17 1.21 

d/a = 2 4.62 × 105 1.25 0.31 1.25 

d = D 1.00 × 106 1.28 0.62 1.28 

Haidar Spacer [11] 1.77 × 108 1.63 7.91 1.63 

Haidar Channel [11] 5384 0.97 0.23 0.97 

               The viscous drag on the feed channel walls and the feed spacer form the drag of 

the feed spacer, and the kinetic losses determine the pressure drop through directional flow 

change in a spacer-filled channel [43]. The average velocity influences the flow change, 

where Da Costa et al. [44] reported on the relationship between pressure and average 

velocity and gave the parameter “m” result in the laminar and turbulent flow. 

∆𝑃 ∝  𝑢𝑚 (8) 

               In this study, the pressure drop per unit of channel length, affected by the flow rate 

(Q = 𝑈𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟 × ℎ × 𝑏) and average velocity, increased as deduced in Figure 4-17. Haidari 

et al. compared the pressure drop in the spacer-filled and empty channels, and the results 

are listed in Table 4-3 [11]. The changing inclinations of the pressure drop gradient were 

simulated in the results by Haidari et al. The equation parameter values were between the 

spacer-filled channel and the empty channel. The lower porosity was accelerated with the 

gradual increase of the pressure drop. In Figure 4-18, the inlet velocity was set at 0.04 m/s 

(a constant flow rate was selected to clarify the inclination of the pressure drop and friction 

factor), and the pressure drop decreased with the increase in porosity, and this inclination 

was in agreement with previous studies [42,43]. In comparison, the channel porosity 

increased by 5% and the pressure drop reduced by 62.56%. At a high channel porosity, the 
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pressure drop approached that of the empty channel. As shown in Figure 4-19, a higher 

diameter of the connecting filament or a lower channel porosity generated a bigger shadow 

region behind the transverse filament. It is important to note that the friction had a closer 

relationship with the filament drag from the feed spacer than the surface of the membrane. 

Furthermore, the pressure drop depended on the friction in the middle of the channel. That 

was the reason for the decrease in the connecting filament diameter generated by the lower 

pressure drop. 

 

Figure 4-18 The pressure drop and friction factor as a function of channel porosity for 

the inlet velocity at 0.04 m/s (at a constant flow rate). 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 4-19 Contours of velocity in the main flow direction for the super velocity of 0.04 

m/s (red: high, blue: low). (a) d/a = 2; (b) d/a = 1; (c) d/a = 0.5; (d) d/a = 0.25. 

4.3.2 Friction Factor and the Dimensionless Power Number 

               The pressure drop in the SW membrane channel directly reduces the total 

transmembrane pressure that acts on the membrane surface. A driven pump has to maintain 

the transmembrane pressure; so, in the separation process, higher energy is required to 

compensate for the energy loss influenced by the pressure losses. To make comparisons 

across different feed spacer situations, the pressure drop can be expressed in terms of the 

friction factor. The friction factor is commonly employed as a dimensionless parameter to 

find the changing inclination for different Reynolds numbers. The relationship is presented 

as the following equation, 

𝑓 =  𝑓(𝑅𝑒). (9) 

               Figure 4-20 shows the friction factor generated by the feed spacer with different 

connecting filament diameters and different Reynolds numbers. Table 4-4 lists the results 

reported in the study by Schock et al. [2]. The pressure drop increased when the Reynolds 

number increased, but the friction factor decreased when the Reynolds number increased. 

As the connecting filament diameter decreased (the channel porosity was increased), the 
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flow cross-section of the channel obstructed by the feed spacer decreased. The pressure 

drop and friction factor values were higher when the porosity was low. The friction factor 

decreased when the porosity increased; however, the amplitude gradually became smaller, 

as shown in Figure 4-20. Moreover, from the contours of total pressure shown in Figure 

4-21, the higher filament diameter generated a higher friction factor linked to the filament 

drag, and this was described as the drag coefficient in previous studies [45,46]. Moreover, 

the Haaksman et al. experimental friction factor results for the commercial spacers were 

added to Figure 4-20 [23]. The results of the current study tended to agree with results 

from the study by Haaksman et al. At the Reynolds number of 150, the pillar-like feed 

spacer d/a = 0.25 reduced by almost 43.63% compared to the commercial spacer CON-1. 

In the same group, the friction factor was lower than the commercial spacer CON-2 by 

almost 49.23% at the same Reynolds number. Figure 4-22 showed that for different 

conjunction cross-section, at lower Reynold numbers the value of friction factor was close 

to the commercial spacers, but at the higher Reynold numbers friction factor was smaller 

than the commercial spacers. Friction factor did not change too much with different 

conjunction cross-section. Group Drop b=a/2 got the lowest value of friction factor. 

Additionally, the configuration of connecting filament changing enhanced firition factor 

shown in Figure 4-23. With these configurations the transverse filaments forced the flow 

cross narrow slit. The velocity increased with higher flushing on membrane surface shown 

in Figure 4-24. 
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Figure 4-20 The friction factor, associated with the connecting filament diameter, as a 

function of the Reynolds number. A comparison was made with the friction factor results 

of Haaksman et al. [23]. 

Table 4-4 The friction factor function parameters. 

- a3 b3 

d/a = 0.25 79.215 −0.867 

d/a = 0.5 73.599 −0.832 

d/a = 1 68.338 −0.79 

d/a = 2 71.529 −0.753 

d = D 88.172 −0.724 

Schock et al. [2] 

Film Tec 105 −0.8 

Toray PEC1000 13 −0.8 

HP Tricot 46 −0.8 

Desal RO 105 −0.8 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 4-21 The contours of total pressure in the main flow direction for the super 

velocity of 0.04 m/s (red: high, blue: low). (a) d/a = 2; (b) d/a = 1; (c) d/a = 0.5; (d) d/a = 

0.25. 

 

Figure 4-22 The friction factor associated with the conjunction cross-section, 
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Figure 4-23 The friction factor, associated with the configuration of connecting filament.  

 

Figure 4-24 Different configuration of traverse filament 

               Besides the friction factor, the dimensionless power number has also been 

commonly employed to simulate the pressure drop through energy consumption. The 

dimensionless power number increased when the Reynolds number increased. However, 
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like the friction factor, the dimensionless power number was stable versus the channel 

porosity. In the work by Koutsou et al. [27] the dimensionless power number reached 107 

when the Reynolds number equaled 200. Figure 4-25 shows that for the feed spacer d/a = 

2, the dimensionless power number value was in agreement with the value in the numerical 

simulation results of Koutsou et al. [27]. However, the dimensionless power number was 

lower as the d/a decreased, and the dimensionless power number was also lower with low 

porosity. The relationship between the dimensionless power number and the Reynolds 

number is presented as the following equation, 

𝑃𝑛 =  𝑓(𝑅𝑒). (10) 

               Figure 4-25 shows the dimensionless power number generated by the feed spacer 

with different connecting filament diameters for different Reynolds numbers. From 

Equation (6) and Equation (10), the parameter a3 = a4, b4 = 3 + b3. Li et al. reported 

experimental empty channel results on this relationship [47]. The pillar-like feed spacer 

results were compared with the results from Li et al. (which are listed in Table 4-5). The 

a4 and b4 were higher than the empty channel due to the hydraulic resistance from the 

spacer filament drag. 

               The results of Haaksman et al. [23] on the dimensionless power number of the 

commercial spacer were also added for comparison in Figure 4-25. The results of the 

current study tended to agree with the results of Haaksman et al., where the friction factor 

decreased when the Reynolds number increased, although more quickly, and the dimension 

power number increased when the Reynolds number increased, although more slowly. The 

minimum group d/a = 0.25 friction factor was lower than the commercial spacer CON-1 
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by almost 52.93% at the Reynolds number of 150. In the same group, the dimensionless 

power number was lower than the commercial spacer CON-2 by almost 47.31% at the same 

Reynolds number. 

               The porosities of CON-1 and CON-2 were 0.855 and 0.866, respectively [23], and 

for the group filament conjunction with the circular cross-section d = D, the porosity was 

0.867. The value of the friction factor and the dimensionless power number approached 

those of CON-1 and CON-2 at a higher Reynolds number. This inclination indicated the 

effect of the filament drag on the energy consumption shown as channel porosity. 

 

Figure 4-25 The dimensionless power number, associated with the connecting filament 

diameter, as a function of the Reynolds number. A comparison was made with the 

dimensionless results of Haaksman et al. [23]. 
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Table 4-5 The dimensionless power number function parameters. 

- a4 b4 

d/a = 0.25 79.215 2.1326 

d/a = 0.5 73.599 2.1678 

d/a = 1 68.338 2.2105 

d/a = 2 71.529 2.2467 

d = D 88.172 2.2756 

Li empty channel [47] 12 2 

 

 

Figure 4-26 The dimensionless power number associated with the conjunction cross-

section 
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Figure 4-27 The dimensionless power number associated with the configuration of 

connecting filament.  

               Figure 4-15 showed that for different conjunction cross-section, at lower Reynold 

numbers the value of the dimensionless power number was agree with the commercial 

spacers, but at the higher Reynold numbers the dimensionless power number was smaller 

than the commercial spacers. The dimensionless power number did not change too much 

with different conjunction cross-section. Group Drop b=a/2 got the lowest value of the 

dimensionless power number. Additionally, the configuration of connecting filament 

changing enhanced the dimensionless power number shown in Figure 4-27, but in 

acceptable rang. 

4.3.3 The Modified Friction Factor 

               RO membrane fouling relates to the hydrodynamics adjacent to the membrane 

surface. Even a new biomass attachment is dependent on the distribution of shear stress on 

the walls. An analysis of the wall shear stress was key to understanding the effect of 

hydrodynamics in the membrane wall region. Wall shear stress, τ, was indicated by the 

relation of the velocity shear rate τ = μdu/dy at the laminar flow. In this study, the wall 

shear stress simulation comparison for the different feed spacer structures was considered 

by comparisons of the wall shear stress contours and the modified friction factor’s 

application. 
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Figure 4-28 The contour plots of the wall shear stress (τ) profile on the upper membrane 

and the lower membrane generated by the pillar-like feed spacer. 

               The area average wall shear stress profiles were visualized by a two-dimensional 

(2D) contour plot from the 3D model. Figure 4-28 depicts the 2D contour plot of the wall 

shear stress on the upper membrane and lower membrane for the super velocities 0.01 m 

s−1, 0.02 m s−1, 0.04 m s−1, and 0.06 m s−1 at different diameters of connecting filament. As 

a tool for statistical validity, the distribution of shear stress was shown under different super 

velocities and porosities, as shown in Figure 4-28. Changes in the different Reynolds 

numbers and different porosities were concluded as follows: 

1. Based on the contour plot, the upper membrane and the lower membrane exhibited 

small differences in the wall shear stress profiles of the symmetric structure of the 

pillar-like feed spacer. 
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2. From the color of the wall shear stress contours with a high Reynolds number, the wall 

shear stress was higher than with a low Reynolds number. 

3. It was obvious that a high channel porosity generated a low area average wall shear 

stress. 

4. High connecting filament diameters generated high wall shear stress focused on the 

membrane surface region above and below the connecting filament through its 

compression. 

5. The existence of high hydrodynamics on the upper membrane and lower membrane 

walls with an increasing Reynolds number enhanced the concentration reduction 

ability. 

               The modified friction factor was computed under the plot in Figure 4-29. As a 

function of the dimensionless power number, the modified friction factor was illustrated in 

Equation (7). Santos et al. [4,16] reported that the modified friction factor was slightly 

higher than 103 when the dimensionless power number approached 106. Vicktor et al. [23] 

issued a similar report detailing that, when the dimensionless power number was close to 

106, the modified friction factor was approximately 103. Additionally, compared to the 

Haaksman et al. results that were added in Figure 4-29, the current study’s results on the 

modified friction factor agreed with the results of Haaksman et al.; however, the value of 

the modified friction factor was higher. As the dimensionless power number reached 106, 

the modified friction factor was enhanced by almost 20.40% and 22.27% compared to the 

commercial spacers CON-1 and CON-2, respectively. 
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Figure 4-29 The modified friction factor, associated with the connecting filament 

diameter, as a function of the dimensionless power number. A comparison was made 

with the modified friction factor of Haaksman et al. [23]. 

 

Figure 4-30 The modified friction factor associated with the conjunction cross-section 
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Figure 4-31 The modified friction factor associated with the configuration of connecting 

filament. 

               Figure 4-30 showed that for different conjunction cross-section, at higher Reynold 

numbers the value of the modified friction factor was agree with the commercial spacers, 

but at the lower Reynold numbers the modified friction factor was higher than the 

commercial spacers. The modified friction factor did not change too much with different 

conjunction cross-section. The effect from the conjunction cross-section on the distribution 

of shear stress was lower than the transverse filament. Additionally the modified friction 

factor were similar with the different configurations of connecting filament shown in 

Figure 4-31. Different configurations chanthe ged partial value of shear stress on 

membrane surface, but did not change the average shear stress apparently. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

 To lower the obstacle effect from the feed spacer in the SW Membrane feed channel, 

the support from the high porosity of the feed spacer structures with a small filament 

diameter was indispensable. The pillar-like feed spacer was introduced as a new 

template to manipulate energy consumption. Under laminar flow conditions, the 

element of the feed spacer between membrane envelopes was simulated using the CFD 

method. Subsequently, the simulation parameters were compared and validated with 

previous works. The main research findings revealed that, regarding the pressure drop, 

the decline in the connecting filament diameter of the pillar-like spacer and the rise in 

channel porosity reached 0.979. The inlet velocity was set at 0.04 m/s (at a constant 

flow rate), the channel porosity increased by 5%, and the pressure drop reduced by 

62.56%. Compared with the results of previous works on conventional spacers and an 

empty channel, the current study’s results on the pressure drop tended to be in 

agreement with them. 

 For the friction factor, based on the numerical predictions, the results for the 

dimensionless power number and the modified factor agreed with previous 

conventional spacer results. At the Reynolds number of 150, the group d/a = 0.25 

friction factor reduced by almost 43.63% and 49.23% compared with the commercial 

spacers CON-1 and CON-2, respectively, and the dimensionless power number was 

lower than the commercial spacer CON-2 by almost 47.31% at the same Reynolds 

number for the same group. 
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 Regarding the shear stress, homogenization of distribution changed the flow profile 

close to the membrane. At the dimensionless power number 106, the modified friction 

factor was enhanced by almost 20.40% and 22.27% compared to the commercial 

spacers CON-1 and CON-2, respectively. 

 The effect from conjunction cross-section on energy consumption was lower than the 

traverse filament. For the modified friction factor the same inclination was with friction 

factor and the dimensionless power number. 

 The configuration of connecting filament defined the distribution of shear stress on 

membrane surface. The partial shear stress increasing caused more energy 

consumption. 
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Arc-like spacer 

               This chapter presents the importance of mixing improvement for concentration 

gradient near membrane surface in feed channel of spiral wound module. Another spacer 

design is given out for this purpose. Flow situations defined by the spacer structure were 

investigated by using CFD simulation. The results of energy consumption and shear stress 

are compared with the commercial spacer.  

5.1 Introduction 

               The increased water demand caused by an increased population, industrial 

expansion, tourism, and agricultural development urges augmenting the water supply in 

many water-stressed or arid regions or countries. Reverse osmosis (RO) as a desalination 

technology has become widely accepted for the purification of water for drinking or other 

purposes due to the reduction in desalination cost achieved through significant 

technological advances. In membrane technology, the two most used configurations of 

commercial membrane elements are spiral wound and hollow fiber. Spiral wound modules 

(SWM) wrap a leaf around a tube for perforated permeate collection to create a compact 

structure. Two flat membrane sheets separated by a spacer to form a channel for feed flow 

are assembled into a leaf. 
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Figure 5-1 SWRO plant construction cost breakdown [1] 

               Concentration polarization and fouling are the inevitable phenomena that are the 

prime reasons for flux reduction in commercial water treatment processes. Avoiding 

membrane fouling, pretreatment of feed flow, and so on have been taken into consideration 

by many researchers [1]. Spacers, as an essential part of SWMs, not only create a feed 

channel, but also promote the mixing of feed fluid at the same time, which affects the flow 

patterns near the membrane surface related with the fouling inclination and concentration 

gradient. 

 

Figure 5-2  Computational reproduction of the modeling of the (left) woven net spacer 

and the (right) overlapped one [2].  
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Figure 5-3 Conventional net-type spacers mentioned Lee et al. study [3]. 

 

Figure 5-4 Selected filament arrangements in Gu, Boram et al.[4]. 

               Most of conventional spacer applying in separation process are woven and non-

woven spacer [2,3]. Spacer geometry and the dead zone behind the spacer have been 

focused on in many numerical and experimental studies. For instance, Boram et al. reported 

the effect of feed spacer geometry on membrane performance and concentration 
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polarization based on CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulation [4]. In their study, 

four types of feed spacer configurations, namely nonwoven, partially woven, middle layer, 

and fully woven, were investigated through three-dimensional simulations. Their 

numerical simulation results indicated that fully woven spacers showed better performance 

than other configurations in mitigating concentration polarization and delivering water flux 

by the mesh angle of 60°, but a greater pressure drop was caused than with their nonwoven 

counterparts. Sablani et al. experimentally found [5] a decrease in flux with decreasing 

spacer thickness, but for the intermediate spacer thickness, the maximum permeate flow 

was generated. Radu et al. reported that substrate rejection due to concentration 

polarization increased with biofilm thickness, depending on flow pattern [6]. Particle 

Image Velocimetry (PIV) was applied to visually investigate the flow patterns determined 

by the feed spacer; PIV is considered to be a non-invasive and high-resolution experimental 

method [7]. CT scanning and 3D printing, which has long history in spacer study, are 

applied to investigate the details of spacer by experimental testing [3,8]. 
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Figure 5-5 Details with 2-d substrate concentration distribution and biofilm structures at 

different substrate concentrations in the feed water reported Radu, A. I. et al.[6]. 

 

Figure 5-6 Experimental setup used for water flow measurements and visualization, 

using particle image velocimetry (PIV) [7]. 
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Figure 5-7 Proposed steps in the development of improved spacers for membrane 

filtration systems involving, 3D printing, CT scanning and numerical modeling in 

conjunction with experimental testing [8]. 

 

Figure 5-8 Milestones of 3D printing in membrane modules design [3]. 

               The study of spacers is a direct method to improve flow patterns to reduce fouling. 

In previous studies, three kinds of configurations, namely zigzag, submerged, and cavity, 

have been focused on in two-dimensional configuration simulations for classic spacer 

geometry (Figure 5-9). Compared with the submerged configuration and cavity 

configuration, the zigzag configuration is the most efficient spacer type for a spiral wound 

membrane module [9]. However, in the open channel, the highest axial pressure drop is 

found for the submerged configuration. From previous works, mixing improvement is one 

of the key methods to optimize flux in curved channel [10,11]. Spacer configuration can 

be characterized by the distance between spacer filaments; the angle between the spacer 

filaments, β; and the flow attack angle, α. The distance between the spacer filaments 

defines the porosity of the feed channel, and the angles define the flow regime and drag 
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force from the spacer. In this study, a arc-like spacer was designed to enhance the mixing 

ability, which was constructed with arched filaments and zigzag filaments. In this arc-like 

spacer design, the filament, which was parallel to the flow direction, was set as the zigzag 

configuration, and the transverse filament facing the flow direction was set as the arched 

filament in order to enhance the mixing between the fluid bulk and fluid elements adjacent 

to the membrane surface. Furthermore, the conjunction between the arched filament and 

zigzag filament had a small area of contact with the membrane, which reduced the dead 

zone caused by the shadow of the filament. The arched filament in the middle of the feed 

channel enabled the disruption of the solute concentration boundary layer. A schematic 

diagram of the modified feed spacer is illustrated in Figure 5-9. 

 
Figure 5-9 A view of the morphology of the modified feed spacer. 
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Figure 5-10 Streamline (a) and vorticity contours (b) of Koutsou et al. study [9]. 

 

Figure 5-11 Solution domain and computational grid for the curved channel in Ranade 

and Kumar study [10]. 
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Figure 5-12 Turbulent kinetic energy distribution at an inlet velocity equals to (a) 0.5 

m/s; (b) 1.0 m/s; (c) 2.0 m/s — two opposing cylinders reported by Cao, Z. et al. [12]. 
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Figure 5-13 Configurations of the zigzag spacer and saw-tooth spacer [11]. 

               In the separating process, the rejected solute generates a concentration gradient in 

the boundary layer near the membrane surface, and this phenomenon is known as 

concentration polarization [13]. In typical net-like feed spacers, both woven and 

nonwoven, the flow in the feed channel is always divided into the boundary region and the 

bulk flow region. In the boundary region, concentration polarization is easily attained in 

the undisturbed condition. To enable the mixing of feed flow in two regions, the design of 
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the spacer configuration is one way to reduce the phenomenon of concentration 

polarization. Cao et al. reported that the enhancement of mass transfer is closely related to 

the high shear stress value, velocity fluctuation, and eddy formation, and that the location 

and inter filament distance of the spacers constrain the shear stress distribution, mass 

transfer coefficients, and pressure inside the channel [12]. To clarify the characteristics of 

the modified spacer, the simulation of two flow directions normal to the zigzag filament 

and normal to the arched filament, detailed in the next section, was considered. Comparison 

with the experimental results of the commercial spacer was applied to confirm the result of 

the CFD simulation and understand its quality. As shown in Figure 5-14, when the main 

flow was normal to the zigzag filament, from the basic concept of laminar flow, except for 

the region surrounding the arched filament, the flow pattern was similar to that of the 

conventional partially woven spacer mentioned in many previous works [4]. Moreover, not 

only the values of velocity and shear stress affect the concentration on the membrane 

surface; the distribution of shear stress also plays a key role in disrupting the concentration 

and creating the concentration layer, which was discussed through the contour plot in this 

study. However, for comprehensive research, the unit energy consumption and average 

shear stress should be in a rational range. The dimensionless parameter of friction factor 

and the modified friction factor were applied to enable comparison with the previous study 

of the commercial spacers. 
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Figure 5-14 The geometrical characteristics of the modified feed. 

               The impact of the modified feed spacer on channel hydraulics was focused on 

through the construction of a 3D CFD model. There were two steps to the model: (i) The 

geometry was constructed through comparison with conventional geometries; (ii) the 

incompressible flow in the laminar flow regime was calculated by using commonly 

employed parameters (friction factor and modified friction factor).  

5.2 Modeling 

               To compare different feed spacer characteristics, pressure drop can be expressed in 

terms of the dimensionless power number and friction factor. The dimensionless power 

number is generally accepted as a dimensionless parameter to find the situation of energy 

consumption for different spacer geometries with the same Reynolds number. 
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Additionally, the dimensionless power number as a basic parameter is used to compare 

shear stress, as discussed in the next sections. 

5.2.1 Characterization of the modified feed Spacer 

               The geometry of this modified feed spacer was described by the feed channel 

height, hf; the element length (the distance between arched filaments), L; and the thickness 

of the zigzag and arched filaments, D, which was equal to one-third of the channel height, 

considering the fabrication possibility, D = hf/3. The arched filament was designed as a 

semicircle, and the distance between the zigzag filaments, b, was equal to the circle’s 

diameter or twice the channel height, b = 2hf, as shown by the three-view diagram in Figure 

5-14 (front view, side view, and vertical view). The feed spacer was characterized by the 

hydraulic diameter, DH, and the porosity or voidage of the feed channel, ε. A simplified, 

cylindrical filament, which, in most of the numerical studies, replaced a realistic spacer, 

was applied in the present study [14–16]. 

 

Figure 5-15 A view of the representative computational domain, for a stack of flat-sheet 

membranes, which includes half a retentate and permeate channel with a desalination 

membrane in-between [14]. 
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Figure 5-16 The geometry of the 3D-simulation in Koutsou et al. study [16]. 

 

Figure 5-17 900 and 450 orientation of the non-woven spacer filament mesh of Fimbres-

Weihs et al. study [15]. 

               The arched filament was between the two walls/membranes and through the bulk 

region to connect the zigzag filaments, and the zigzag filament contacted the membrane 

with the line, as shown in Figure 5-9. The basic geometrical characteristic is the ratio of 

the distance between arched filaments to the thickness of cylinder filaments’ intersection 
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(L/D), which is related to the channel porosity. This key ratio is employed in defining the 

element size of common conventional spacers. From the CFD viewpoint, it is convenient 

to define every simulated unit cell and simulate the respective flow field in detail; thus, 

L/D = 8, 10, 12, and 14 were employed in the present parameter setting. In addition, Shyam 

et al. focused on the influence of spacer thickness on permeate flux. Their results showed 

that when the spacer thickness was from 1.168 to 0.508 mm, the observed flux decreased 

by up to 50%, and the spacer with a thickness of 0.71 mm was found to be the most 

economical [5]. In this design, D = 0.6 mm, being close to 0.71 mm, was used. 

 

Figure 5-18 Steady-state fluid particle path lines in Koutsou et al. study [17]. 

               As shown in Figure 5-2, the main flow direction was normal to the arched 

filaments (Case A), and for the comparison of vortex induction, the main flow was set as 

normal to the zigzag filaments (Case B). It is recognized that the model of CFD simulation 

is defined by the value of the Reynolds number [17]. For identifying the flow regime, 

Ranade et al. reported that in most of the spacer-filled channel, the transition from a laminar 

to turbulent flow regime occurs at Reynolds numbers from 300 to 400 for packed beds 
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[10]. In the study by Shakaib et al., the simulation for the onset of unsteady flow takes 

Reynolds number from 100 to 300 [18]. Haaksman et al. observed differences in 

experimental and model results when the Reynolds number was from 125 to 200 [19]. In 

the current study, the Reynolds number was from 8 to 150. On the membrane surface, 

velocity is equal to zero, according to basic fluid theory. In order to clarify flow pattern 

near the membrane, 0.05hf and 0.95hf positions were selected. In addition, 0.50hf was 

selected to interpret vortex shedding in the middle of the feed channel.  
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Figure 5-19 Flow path under different Reynold numbers [18]. 

 

Figure 5-20  CT scans of commercial spacers. The acronyms refer to the spacer 

manufacturer: Conwed (CON-1, CON-2), LANXESS (LXS-ASD), Hydranautics (HYD) 

and Dow Chemical (DOW) [19].  

               Enhancing the efficiency of the membrane module to mitigate fouling is extremely 

dependent on increasing shear stress at the membrane surface, which is related to the 

efficacy of the spacers to increase mass transport back to the bulk flow [20]. Wall shear 

stress, τ, is indicated by the relationship of velocity shear rate: τ = μdu/dy. In this study, 

wall shear stress simulations for different spacer porosity or element length were 

considered through comparison of shear stress contours and application of the modified 

friction factor.  
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Figure 5-21 Channel spacer reported by Da Costa, A. R. et al. [20]. 

5.2.2 Model Description 

5.2.2.1 Computational Domain 

 

Figure 5-22 Schematic of a 3D flow domain depicting the locations of the different 

boundary conditions reported by Fimbres-Weihs, G. A. et al.[21]. 
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Figure 5-23 Solution domain and computational grid for intersection of spacers [10]. 

               The middle region was chosen as the study region, for the sake of simplicity. An 

area of an arched filament was in the center of the study region in order to clarify the flow 

pattern surrounding the filament. In most RO applications, the permeation velocity has no 

significant effect on the flow structure in the channel, and in industrial membrane 

processes, the permeate rate is no more than 0.5% of the total cross-flow velocity in the 

feed channel [22]; for this reason, the membrane and feed spacer surfaces were set as the 

no-slip boundary condition, the assumption of the nonpermeable wall was adopted, and the 

velocity of the fluid on the surface was specified as zero in the CFD model. The spacer was 

explicitly defined as a solid object. The inlet and outlet flow cross sections were set as 

periodic boundaries [9], and the boundaries between two near elements were set as 

symmetrical boundaries [21]. The periodic boundary and symmetrical boundary conditions 

were employed to enable this study to simulate just one cell of the pattern formed by the 
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modified spacer. Furthermore, in order to clarify the flow pattern for the mixing 

enhancement, the arched filament was set in the center of the unit cell [10]. In the 

simulations of case A and case B, the boundary settings were opposite: In case A, when 

the direction of the bulk flow was normal to the arched filament, the inlet and outlet 

boundaries were set as period boundaries and modules’ connecting boundaries was set as 

symmetry boundaries. In case B, when the direction of the bulk flow was normal to the 

zigzag filament, the boundary setting was opposite to that in case A, as detailed in Figure 

5-24. Considering the scope of the Reynolds number, the standard laminar model was 

applied following the recommendation in the literature [23] for simulating flows at 

Reynolds numbers below 150 in a laminar flow regime through a continuous solution. To 

simplify the simulation, the fluid was assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible at 

steady state (i.e., no time variations), and no salt source was considered. 
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Figure 5-24 CFD (computational fluid dynamics) model setting. 

5.2.2.2 Simulation of Flow Patterns 

               The flow of a Newtonian fluid in the spacer-filled channel is modelled by Navier–

Stokes and continuity equations. Simulation equations are listed below. 

               The channel porosity is: 

𝜀 = 1 −
𝑉𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟

𝑉𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 (11) 

where VSpacer is the spacer volume and VTotal is the channel space volume in which the mean 

flow was separated. The hydraulic channel Reynolds number [24] is: 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒𝐷𝐻

𝜇 
 (12) 

where ρ is the water’s density. Uave is the average velocity, which was known as the 

effective velocity in a previous study [15]. Uave is calculated by dividing the superficial 

velocity (for the empty channel) by the porosity (Uave = Usup/ε). μ is the water’s kinematic 

viscosity. The channel hydraulic diameter, as a geometrical parameter, can be defined as 

follows for the spacer-filled channel [24]: 

𝐷𝐻 =
4 × 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
 (13) 

where computational volume is the total volume of the element cell. Wet surface area was 

included in the surface of the spacer and membrane. Pressure drop can be expressed via 

the friction factor [25]: 
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𝑓 =
∆𝑃

∆𝐿

2𝐷𝐻

𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒
2

 (14) 

where ΔP is the pressure drop in the channel and ΔL is the element length. 

               The dimensionless power number [17] is calculated as follows: 

𝑃𝑛 = 𝑓𝑅𝑒
3  (15) 

               Salt rejection of the RO membrane increases with pressure and decreases with salt 

concentration. In the study by Song et al., their results indicated that the salt concentrations 

in the regions adjacent to transverse filaments are very much higher than others [26]. Shear 

stress, as a key parameter, is defined by the velocity gradient, given that the shear stress on 

the membrane surface is believed to lower concentration polarization and enhance mass 

transfer. The modified friction factor employed to select the best feed spacer for mass 

transfer efficiency was used as a means to analyze shear stress on the membrane for 

comparing the results of four groups with different element length data (L/D = 8, 10, 12, 

and 14) [27]. 

               The modified friction factor for the area average shear stress is represented as [27]: 

𝑓𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑅𝑒2

𝜌𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒
2

= 𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝜌𝐷𝐻
2

𝜇2
 (16) 

where τwall is the average shear stress on the membrane surface.  

5.2.2.3 Model Solution 

               Navier–Stokes equations were solved in ANSYS-CFX (v18.1, ANSYS, Inc. Cecil 

Township, PA, USA. www.ansys.com) with the finite volume method on the hex mesh 
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generated by the ANSYS-CFX automatic mesh generator. Hex Dominant was applied as 

the main definition method. According to the literature, the use of hexahedral mesh leads 

to results being more reliable and closer to the experimental data [10,18,28], since the 

perfect hexahedral mesh helps to remove the adverse effects of mesh quality variation on 

different partitions, such as in this study. Gurreri et al. used the same mesh setting in their 

CFX simulation [29]. The mesh was refined near the membrane surface for the boundary 

layer simulation and the mesh was expanded smoothly away from the membrane. Various 

mesh sizes varied from 322,921 to 428,217 min nodes for different cases. The near-wall 

node on the membrane was at the distance of 0.2 mm. The thickness of the first mesh 

element layer was 2.5 μm, i.e., below 1% of the channel height [30]. The mesh 

independence of the solution was checked to make sure that there were sufficient cells in 

the boundary layer. As indicated in Figure 5-4, no significant changes were recorded while 

meshing the domain with smaller cells. Moreover, the changes of the friction factor were 

less than 1% [31,32]. 
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Figure 5-25 Mesh dependence analysis and the adopted mesh for this study. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Flow Pattern and Shear Stress Distribution 

               In the present study, the laminar model has been used, the Reynolds number was 

up to 150, and the filament spacing was L/D = 8, 10, 12, and 14. With the purpose of 

comparing with a commercial spacer, four different flow rates were relayed, with 

superficial inlet velocities of 0.01 m s−1, 0.02 m s−1, 0.04 m s−1, and 0.06 m s−1 for the 
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situation where the main flow was normal to the arched filament (when the main flow is 

vertical to the zigzag filament, the same flow rate was applied, respectively) in the running 

of the CFD simulation. Through periodic cross-section setting, a fully developed flow can 

be obtained. In Figure 5-5A, the variation of shear stress on the upper and lower membrane 

surface is shown by a contour plot. Figure 5-6 shows the velocity vector of the planes in 

the middle of the channel and in the vicinity of the membranes, for which the position 

height of the selected planes were 0.05, 0.50, and 0.95 of the channel height for each of 

case A and case B. In Figure 5-5A, three parts of the figure are used to delve into the flow 

pattern in case A and case B: The middle lower small figure is the location of the selected 

plane in the unit cell, the left figure is the velocity vector of the selected plane, and the right 

top small figure is the enlargement of part of the image of the left figure in case A. 

Furthermore, in Figures 5-5A and 5-6, the value ranges of shear stress and velocity used 

the default ranges in the CFX-post to clarify the difference for qualitative analysis. The 

shear stress distribution is closely related to the velocity field, thus Figures 5-5A and 5-6 

were discussed together. Being beneficial for comparing case A and case B, the ratio, L/D 

= 12, was selected for featuring apparently. The mixing enhancement was shown in this 

subsection by flow (reverse flow, reflecting flow, and difference of velocity) and shear 

stress (shear stress distribution and control area). 
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(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure 5-26  (A) Contour plot (L/D = 12) of the average wall shear stress (τ) profile on 

the upper membrane and lower membrane generated by the spacer; flow was from up to 

down in case A and flow was from left to right in case B (red: High, blue: Low, unit: Pa); 

(B) streamline of velocity in case A and case B (L/D = 12, Usup = 0.06 m s−1). 
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               For Figure 5-5A upper, the vertical blank in the middle of the contour was the 

region in which the zigzag filament connected with the membrane surface. From the 

streamline shown in Figure 5-5B, in case B, the main flow cannot reach the zone behind 

the zigzag filament, hence this corner was called the dead zone, which is mentioned in 

some conventional woven spacer or nonwoven spacer studies [27,28]. However, for case 

A, the main flow can flush it directly. The small region in the center of the contour was the 

conjunction in which the arched filament connects with the zigzag filament. The red 

contour (maximum value of shear stress) near the conjunction was above the narrow spacer 

between the membrane and arched filament. For case A (Figure 5-5B), the region in which 

the zigzag filament connected with the membrane surface was located at the vertical 

boundary of the contour, shown in Figure 5-5A. The region was the same as that in the 

middle vertical region of the contour plot for case A because of the model’s simulation of 

the symmetrical boundary setting. According to these settings, the left half of the region in 

the upper diagram was same as the right half of the region in the lower diagram, and the 

right half of the region in the upper diagram was same as the left half of the region in the 

lower diagram. For case B’s upper and lower diagrams, the shear stress contour obeyed the 

same settings.  
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Figure 5-27 Contour plot of velocity in case A (L/D = 12, Usup = 0.06 m s−1). 

               In case A, the flow can be divided into two portions in the present unit cell: One 

portion of the flow is in the middle of the arched filament, which was between the arched 

filament and the lower membrane; another portion of the flow is the symmetrical flow 

between the arched filament and the upper membrane, pointed out in Figure 5-6. Two 

vortex-shedding regions behind the arched filament were caused by the separation of the 

flow into two portions and their combining back together at the region near the conjunction 

of the arched filament and zigzag filament (Figure 5-5B). As the streamline of velocity 

shows in Figure 5-5B, the flow continually flushed the dead zone in the vicinity of the 

region in which the zigzag filament connects with the membrane, forming a line through 

the two portions of the bulk flow. In Figure 5-7, case A, the right top small enlarged figures 

of 0.05hf and 0.95hf show the velocity close to the filament connecting line. This was of 

benefit to diminish the construction of concentration. In case B, the main flow at the middle 

of the channel was surrounded by arched filaments, which caused a vortex-shedding region 

in the arc circle, but for other portions of the flow, was similar with the zigzag configuration 
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of the conventional nonwoven spacer [22,29]. This is the reason why in case B, a lower 

porosity or longer element length gave more similar flow patterns to those reported by 

previous studies for conventional spacers [19,30].  

               In basic hydrodynamic theory, shear stress represents the velocity gradient in the 

laminar flow, which was applied in a real process. The variation of the velocity value and 

direction causes the shear stress to change on a solid surface or in the flow regime. In 

simulations of conventional woven and nonwoven spacers, because of the impact from the 

boundary layer in the region near the spacer, the velocity is very small. The shear stress in 

this region, which was defined from the velocity gradient, was similar to zero, but in the 

center of the unit cell, the shear stress reaches the maximum value due to higher velocity 

values. Velocity is high for the flow moving through the narrow cross section, so shear 

stress is higher on the area of the membrane surface that is in the region above or below 

filaments; Figure 5-5A shows the regions of higher shear stress in red color. In Figure 5-

5A, case B shows the details of this inclination, which Lau et al. reported in their 2D study 

[37]. In case A, at the near region in which the filament was connected with the membrane 

surface, velocity was higher and shear stress reached the maximum value. In the region 

near the zigzag filament connected with the membrane surface, velocity was the lowest 

value and shear stress reached the minimum value. In case B, on the upper membrane in 

the region near the top filament where the line connects with the membrane surface, shear 

stress was equal to zero, as shown in the middle of the figure, and in the region of the left 

and right sides of the figure above the bottom filament, velocity was higher and shear stress 

reached the maximum value. On the lower membrane in the two regions that were near the 
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two bottom filaments at the left and right sides of the figure, shear stress was equal to zero, 

and for the middle of the figure below the top filament, velocity was higher and shear stress 

reached the maximum value. From the symmetrical boundary setting mentioned in the 

`Materials and Methods` section, the shear stress distribution on the upper membrane and 

lower membrane had the same description from different angles. Compared with case B, 

in case A, the area of low shear stress was smaller. With increasing inlet velocity, the area 

of the region surrounding the minimum value of shear stress was enhanced, and the area of 

the region surrounding the maximum value of shear stress was decreased. Shear stress, 

which increased with velocity, extended to the region near the filaments (in case B, this 

region was the dead zone indicated by prior studies). The control area was applied to clarify 

the distribution of shear stress, as shown in Figure 5-5A, and the absolute value of shear 

stress can be checked using the legends. In Table 5-1, the ratios of the control area to total 

membrane area are listed. The control area was the area dominated by the value of shear 

stress, which was lower and higher than 10% maximum shear stress and 90% maximum 

shear stress, respectively, for L/D = 12. In case A, the ratio of low shear stress increased 

with increasing inlet velocity, but in case B, the ratio of low shear stress decreased with 

increasing inlet velocity. Laminar vortex shedding was one of the instabilities indicated in 

the study by Fibers-Weihs et al. [15]. Koutsou et al. focused on the periodic array of 

cylindrical turbulence promoters in a plane channel, and their result showed that when the 

cylinder is inserted in the middle of the channel, the flow becomes unstable, with Reynolds 

numbers beyond 60 [9]. Arched filaments from the upper membrane to the lower 

membrane were in the middle of the channel, and the Reynolds numbers were in the 
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laminar flow range. The hydrodynamic boundary layer, which is closely related with 

permeate flux and fouling processes, was considered for the effect of the instability. In this 

study, laminar vortex shedding was detailed in Figure 5-7; for case A (A and C), it is 

shown that near the connecting region of the filament joined to the membrane surface, there 

was a larger affected zone in the down-flow of the feed solution. In the two enlarged images 

in Figure 5-7, between the two flow directions—upward direction and downward 

direction—there are small arrows, which represent the reflected flow prevented from 

reattaching to the membrane surface because when the main flow was surrounding the 

arched filament, the flow direction had a vertical inclination. One portion of the flow was 

reflected back after striking the membrane surface. The small enlarged images for 0.05hf 

and 0.95hf point out the flow reattachment clearly. In Figure 5-7, case A (B), two vortex-

shedding zones were developed behind the arched filament in the middle of the feed 

channel and the flow direction was reversed. From the different vortex-shedding areas in 

Figure 5-6, case A (A), (B), and (C), the 3D vortex-shedding zone behind the arched 

filament was extrapolated. This 3D zone was from two boundary layers near the membrane 

and from across the middle main flow zone. The region between the arched filaments was 

a narrow cross section of the feed flow, and velocity in this region was higher. For this kind 

of situation, a steeper velocity gradient between the low velocity in the shadow region and 

the high velocity in the narrowly arched filament region was caused. This flow pattern 

created by the arched filament directly enhanced mixing. Figure 5-7 showed the same 

inclination in case B, but compared with case A, the affected region behind the filament 

was smaller. 
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Table 5-1 The ratio of the control area to total area for the values of shear stress, which 

are smaller than 10% maximum value or greater than 90% maximum value. 

      0.01 m/s 0.02 m/s 0.04 m/s 0.06 m/s 

Case A 

upper 
smaller 23.916% 29.274% 37.002% 42.018% 

greater 2.056% 1.605% 0.758% 0.552% 

lower 
smaller 23.855% 29.099% 36.751% 41.720% 

greater 2.093% 1.753% 0.814% 0.572% 

Case B 

upper 
smaller 33.544% 35.614% 29.087% 23.815% 

greater 13.788% 12.603% 4.015% 1.937% 

lower 
smaller 33.427% 35.987% 29.285% 23.635% 

greater 13.954% 13.133% 3.838% 1.815% 

 

 

(Case A) 
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(Case B) 

Figure 5-28 Velocity vectors in case A and case B (L/D = 12, Usup = 0.06 m s−1; in (case 

A), the main flow was from up to down, and in (case B), the main flow was from right to 

left for (A) 0.95hf, (B) 0.50hf, and (C) 0.05hf. 

5.3.2 Validation of Arc-like spacer Simulation 

5.3.2.1 Pressure drop and Friction Factor 

               An unavoidable phenomenon in SW membrane channel pressure drop directly 

reduces the total transmembrane pressure which acts on the membrane surface. Driven 

pump have to maintain the transmembrane pressure, so in separation process higher energy 

is required to compensate the energy loss which is critically influenced by these pressure 

loss. The viscous drag on the feed channel walls and feed spacer, form drag of the feed 
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spacer and kinetic losses determine pressure drop through directional flow changing in a 

spacer-filled channel [38]. Average velocity influences the flow change. A.R. Da Costa et 

al.[20] reported the relationship between pressure and average velocity and given out the 

parameter “m” resulted in laminar and turbulent flow. 

                                                                 ∆𝑃 ∝  𝑢𝑚                                                       (10) 

               In this study, the pressure drop per unit channel length effected by flow rate (Q =

𝑈𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟 × ℎ × 𝑏) and average velocity increasing as deduced in Figure 5-29 and Figure 5-

30. A.H. Haidari et al. compared pressure drop in spacer-filled and empty channel [39]. 

Their results were listed in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3. The pressure drop increased with 

flow rate and average velocity. When flow direction was vertical to arched filament 

pressure drop was smaller than nonwoven spacer in relation of flow rate, but a little bit 

larger than nonwoven spacer in relation of average velocity. When flow direction was 

vertical to zigzag filament pressure drop was smaller than nonwoven spacer in relation of 

flow rate and average velocity. The changing trends of the pressure drop gradient were 

simulated with A.H. Haidari et al. results. The values of equation parameter were between 

the spacer-filled channel and empty channel. Different element length means the different 

porosity of feed channel. Higher porosity costs more driving energy or causes more kinetic 

loss from the spacer drag. The higher porosity or smaller element length was accelerated 

the gradual increase of pressure drop. This trend was same to the previous studies of 

porosity of feed channel [38,40]. Figure 5-31 showed the trend of pressure drop as a 

function of the Reynolds number, the value of pressure drop was higher than nonwoven 

spacer. The effect of porosity is smaller when main flow was vertical to the zigzag filament. 
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The arched filament from upper membrane to lower membrane in the middle of feed 

channel was similar conventional submerge configuration, higher energy consumption was 

like Arun Subramani et al. conclusion [41].   

Table 5-2 The pressure drop function parameters for case A. 
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Figure 5-29 The pressure drop for case A, associated with the element length, as a 

function of the flow rate and average velocity. 

Table 5-3 The pressure drop function parameters for case B. 
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Figure 5-30 The pressure drop for case B, associated with the element length, as a 

function of the flow rate and average velocity 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

Figure 5-31 The pressure drop gradient of (A) main flow was vertical to arched filament 

and (B) main flow was vertical to zigzaccg filament, associated with the element length, 

as a function of the Reynolds number. 

               Figure 5-32 indicates the general agreement on the inclination of the friction factor 

to decrease with an increasing Reynolds number, as shown in the present study [42]. Five 

kinds of commercial spacers from the study by Haaksman et al. were added for comparison, 
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which were available from Conwed Plastics (Minneapolis, USA), Hydranautics 

(California, USA), DOW Chemical (Michigan, USA), and Lanxess AG (Cologne, 

Germany), and were surveyed by the accurate 3D geometry obtained from X-ray computed 

tomography scans [19]. CON-2 produced the maximum value, and the DOW spacer gave 

the minimum value. For case B, the difference of the friction factor results between the 

four groups of different L/D ratios was small; however, the values were almost similar to 

that of CON-2. The value of case A L/D = 14 was lower than for DOW. The same mass 

flow rate was applied in case A and case B and the hydraulic diameter was the same, but 

the cross section of the feed channel was larger in case B. This is the reason why the two 

flow directions had two different ranges of Reynolds numbers, and the range of Reynolds 

numbers was smaller in case B. In the two cases, the cause of differentiated curves was 

different porosity or element length; a different L/D ratio means different channel porosity. 

Friction factor values were higher when porosity was lower (element length was lower), 

but the amplitude became gradually smaller. This inclination was the same as reported in 

previous studies of feed channel porosity [33,34]. The effect of porosity in case A was 

higher than in case B due to separate inclination lines or the larger difference. Friction 

factor was higher in case B; when the main flow was vertical to the zigzag filament, higher 

pressure loss was caused by the longer transverse filament. This result cannot be detailed 

quantitatively without the simulation of every part of the spacer structure, which was 

outside the scope of this study. However, it yielded to the reason that given the same 

filament thickness for the filament length facing the flow direction, which decided the 

viscous drag from the spacer zigzag filament, it is longer than the arched filament. Haidari 
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et al. reported that comparing with an empty channel feed spacer, it caused a greater 

pressure drop [39]. Additionally, based on basic hydrodynamic theory, the difference of 

pressure loss means a different dead zone behind the spacer filament. The difference of the 

friction factor in case A was higher than in case B, therefore, the effect from the arched 

filament on flow characteristics was more significant than that from the zigzag filament. 

This inclination revealed that having more traverse filaments caused more energy 

consumption, agreeing with previous studies, and this study’s results on the matter are 

listed in Table 5-4 by applying the specific power consumption (SPC) (≡(ΔP/L)Uave, Pa 

s−1), which indicates the mechanical power consumption dissipated per cubic meter [44]. 

Through comparison with the study by Haaskmen et al., which was concluded by X-ray 

computed tomography [19], in case A, the value of the friction factor was smaller than their 

results and was similar with the HYD result. In case B, the value was a little bit higher than 

their result and was similar with the CON-2 result when the Reynolds number was close to 

60, for which agreement of the value is provided by the study by Koutsou et al. [9]. 

Table 5-4 Interpolated value from fixed superficial velocity at Reynolds number 40. 

    Channel porosity SPC(Pa/s) 

Case A 

L/D=8 0.828 10.399 

L/D=10 0.835 8.663 

L/D=12 0.841 7.554 

L/D=14 0.845 6.802 

Case B 

L/D=8 0.828 69.736 

L/D=10 0.835 92.111 

L/D=12 0.841 124.068 

L/D=14 0.845 151.636 
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Figure 5-32 Comparison with the friction factor result of Haaksman et al. [9] as a 

function of Reynolds number. 

5.3.2.2 The Modified Friction Factor 

               This subsection underlines the average value of shear stress on the upper and lower 

membrane surfaces after the discussion of shear stress distribution. The numerical 

dimensionless parameter, by applying the modified friction factor, was employed to enable 

comparison with previous works and confirm the value in the rational range. Figure 5-33 

shows the comparison with the previous study for a commercial spacer model [19]. In order 

to compare the values of shear stress with other spacer geometries, the modified friction 

factor as a dimensionless parameter was computed from the plot shown in Figure 5-9. As 

a function of the dimensionless power number, the modified friction factor is shown in 

Equation (6). The modified friction factor increased with the dimensionless power number 

in case A and case B. The difference of the modified friction factor was small at the same 

dimensionless power number, hence the effect of the L/D ratio or porosity on the average 
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shear stress was small. The value of the modified friction factor in case A was higher than 

in case B. Santos et al. [27] reported the value of the modified friction factor as being a 

little bit higher than 1000 when the dimensionless power number approached 106. Vicktor 

et al. had made a similar report, in that when the dimensionless power number is close to 

106, the modified friction factor is about 103 [19]. In this study, the modified friction factor 

had the same increase in inclination as in previous studies. The value of the modified 

friction factor in case A was fairly accordant with their results. From this comparison, the 

shear stress distribution was homogenized by the vortex promoted by arched filaments with 

an increasing Reynolds number. The effect of the zigzag filaments on shear stress 

distribution was lower than that of the arched filaments. Arched filaments, through the 

improvement of vortex shedding, strengthened the effect on shear stress distribution. The 

dead zone behind the spacer filament was reduced by this spacer structure in case A, as 

mentioned in the `Flow pattern and Shear stress distribution` subsection.  
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Figure 5-33 Comparison with the result of Haaksman et al. [9] in the commercial spacer 

simulation for the modified friction factor as a function of the dimensionless power 

number. 

5.4 Conclusion 

               To achieve enhanced mixing, the modified feed spacer was designed as the 

transversal filament from the upper membrane to the lower membrane. This structure 

changed the flow patterns in the total feed channel compared with the conventional spacer. 

Reduction of the shadow zone behind the transversal filament was realized with the arched 

filament, and the potential for mixing reached to the close vicinity of the filament. 

               Here, a CFD simulation result of the arc-like spacer was presented. Under laminar 

flow conditions, the element of the feed spacer between membrane envelopes was 

simulated. Subsequently, the geometry parameters of the arc-like spacer and this 

simulation’s parameter values were compared with previous works and validated. The 

results revealed the detailed flow pattern and shear stress distribution. The main research 

findings revealed that:  

 When the main flow was normal to the arched filament, the area of the dead zone 

behind the zigzag filament, which was connected with the membrane, decreased with 

an increasing Reynolds number. In addition, the zone of vortex shedding behind the 

arched filament caused different flow fields, which generated a high gradient of 

velocity, improving the mixing of the feed solution. 
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 The investigated data of power consumption (friction factor) was approximated to the 

conventional commercial spacer. The value was a little lower than the commercial 

spacer at high Reynolds numbers when the main flow was normal to the arched 

filament. From comparison with previous work, it can be extrapolated that the 

changing of flow patterns from the structure of the arc-like spacer did not cause too 

much energy consumption. 

 The value of the modified friction factor as a dimensionless number was similar to the 

results of previous work on commercial spacers when the main flow was normal to the 

arched filament. 

 The effect of porosity (element length) on the energy consumption of the arc-like 

spacer was in agreement with previous studies, but on shear stress, was smaller. This 

conclusion was indicated by result lines qualitatively.  
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General conclusions and perspectives 

               This section sums up the work set forth in the foregoing chapters. In section 6.1, 

the summary of each chapter, including two spacers that is proposed for the improvement 

of the performance of the spiral wound membrane, is summarized. In section 6.2, the 

contributions of this study to the spacer designing are considered. Activities that will be 

beneficial for further understanding of spacer design are proposed. Finally, in section 6.3 

some possible directions for future research are suggested.  

6.1 Summary 

 Chapter 1 of this thesis helps to shine a light on the importance of spiral wound 

membranes. This chapter goes further to explain the importance of the role of feed 

spacer in membrane separation. 

 Chapter 2 gives a detailed explanation of membrane separation. It further explains 

the functioning of the membrane modules and finally gives an in-depth description 

of spiral wound modules. It also explains the basic definitions and concepts used in 

the studies of membrane modules. Finally, it goes into previous studies of feed 

spacer and gives in-depth reasons that flow pattern was focused on in the feed 

channel. Furthermore, the shortcomings of the conventional spacer are elaborated; 

and two new spacers are proposed. 
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 Chapter 3 deals exclusively with the computational fluid dynamics techniques used 

to simulate the fluid flow in the feed spacer. It describes the geometries of the feed 

spacer and the meshing methods. The governing equations of mass, momentum, 

and species conservation used in the CFD simulation are set forth, and the boundary 

conditions are described. The steps of CFD modeling applying in simulations are 

explained in details. The finite element method used in CFX, which used in this 

simulation, is detailed in three parts. Finally, the application of CFX in novel 

spacers simulation is explained for the next chapters.  

 Chapter 4 displays the design of the pillar-like spacer. Optimization of flow pattern 

in feed spacer and energy saving are investigated through discussing the results of 

the fluid flow simulations. For CFD simulation, the result of the study yields that 

flow in the feed spacer is laminar. However, the non-steady component in the 

transient flow is very miniscule in the range of Reynolds numbers in which real 

feed spacers operate. Later, the initial conditions and the boundary conditions used 

for the simulation are described. The geometric periodicity of the feed spacer is 

used to simulate just one repeating unit of the feed spacer. A periodic boundary 

condition with an assigned flow driving pressure difference is used to simulate the 

flow through the repeating unit and extrapolated to the entire feed spacer screen. 

The boundary condition for the membrane is complicated as there are fluid transfer 

and mass transfer across the boundary. However, for reverse osmosis separation 

conditions, the feed water flow velocity in the feed spacer is a few thousand times 

as that of the permeate water flow velocity through the membrane. Therefore, the 
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velocity of the feed water flow through the membrane is neglected. Upon 

assessment, the difference in the velocity patterns is negligible between the two 

types of flow and hence a no-slip boundary condition is used to simulate the flow 

through the feed spacer repeating unit. The simulation of pillar-like spacer 

separated into three parts different diameters of connecting filament, different 

cross-sections of conjunction and different configurations of the connecting 

filament. In every part, four groups of setting were selected to do the simulation. 

Energy consumption and shear stress on membrane surface are focused on by 

comparing with the commercial spacer in order to clarify the characteristics of the 

pillar-like spacer. 

 Chapter 5 displays the design of the arc-like spacer. For CFD simulation, according 

to Reynold numbers steady flow was selected in simulation. The same boundary 

conditions used in Chapter 4 were applied to simulate the arc-like spacer. 

Considering the structure and the conjunction of the arc-like spacer, to investigate 

the flow conditions in dead zone behind zigzag filament mesh quality was validated 

in CFX simulation. A mesh independency study is conducted to ascertain the 

reliability of the mesh. The importance of mixing enhancement close related 

concentration gradient near the membrane surface is explained. The comparison 

conducted to validate the predictions made by using the observations and the results 

of computer simulations for commercial spacer in previous studies. Four types of 

spacer were conducted which were defined by the distance of arc-like filament. The 
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simulation aimed at understanding the flow pattern in spiral wound modules 

through shear stress predicting.    

6.2 Conclusions 

               Membrane processes have been widely used in product recovery, waste water 

treatment and pollution control by the chemical, electronic, food and biotechnical 

industries. Successful industrialisation of membrane technology not only depends on the 

development of high performance membranes, but also modules housing these membranes. 

Flux losses caused by boundary layer effects highlight the importance of good design of 

commercial membrane modules since proper fluid management can greatly improve mass 

transfer and reduce boundary layer effects. 

               The spiral wound module can provide a large membrane area per module 

consequently improving the module productivity. The optimization of the spiral wound 

module design generally refers to the optimization of feed channel spacers, which was 

investigated in this thesis. The feed channel spacers serve to improve the mass transfer by 

promoting turbulence and provide passage for the fluid. However, the presence of spacers 

also significantly increases the channel pressure drop and consequently increases the 

energy costs of the process. The spacer design could therefore have a significant effect on 

process economics. This thesis investigated the characteristics of two novel spacers by 

computational fluid dynamics simulations. 

               With the development in modem computer technology, computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) has become more and more frequently used in simulation of laminar flow, 

transitional flow and turbulent flow. In this thesis, CFD simulation was used to assist two 
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kinds of spacer design. CFD simulations provide detailed visualization of flow 

management that spacers could achieve in real time. The information provided by the 

simulation was used as an important guide in novel spacers development and spacer 

optimization. It revealed that spacers could assist mass transfer in two ways. One is 

introducing high shear stress or shear stress fluctuation at the membrane surface. Another 

is introducing eddy activity at the membrane surface. Eddies were formed both in front of 

and after each transverse filament. The peaks in shear stress were just above or beneath 

each transverse filament depending on the position of the spacer in the channel. The shear 

stress after the filaments gradually reduced until a trough value was reached and the shear 

stress then gradually increased again as the next filament was approached. The instability 

introduced by eddy activity or shear stress fluctuation may greatly benefit the mass transfer 

at the membrane surface. 

               The CFD simulation also revealed that the intensity of eddy activity and 

fluctuation of shear stress could be adjusted or optimized by arranging the distance between 

two spacer transverse filaments in order to maximize mass transfer at the membrane surface 

while controlling the frictional pressure losses. The simulation also showed that, the 

configuration of transverse filament defined flow situations which effect the dead zone and 

concentration gradient near the membrane surface in many previous studies. Novel spacers 

were developed based on these simulation prediction. 

               Previous experimental results for pressure drop revealed that the transverse 

filament was one of the dominant factors in spacer design. Most of the pressure drop in the 

spacer filled channel was caused by the form drag introduced by the transverse filaments. 
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The variation in transverse filament distance affects the number of transverse filaments in 

the channel and consequently affects the pressure drop in the channel. The main function 

of parallel filaments is to provide support for the transverse filaments, which produce most 

of the turbulence in the channel. The results showed that the diameter of the transverse 

filament also had a significant effect on channel pressure drop and mass transfer, especially 

at high flow rates. Increasing transverse filament diameter may result in a rapid increase in 

pressure drop and mass transfer caused by increased form drag and enhanced turbulence. 

Total form drag in the channel was significantly increased with increasing flow rate. As 

predicted by CFD modeling, novel spacers with transverse filaments suspended in the 

middle of the channel and curved structure, produced a significant reduction in pressure 

drop but generated comparable shear stress and turbulence at the membrane surface. 

               Furthermore, in a spiral wound module design, managing channel pressure drop 

is very important in controlling operating costs. The pressure drop is not only associated 

with the factors shown above, it also relates to the feed characteristics. For the same 

module, the pressure drop will be much greater when it deals with high viscosity fluid 

rather than low viscosity fluid. However, by combining the consideration of feed 

characteristics, productivity and factors shown above, the pressure drop in a spiral wound 

module could be optimized. The inlet pressure drop (pressure drop caused by the flow 

narrowing from pipe to the membrane leaves in the spiral wound module) should also be 

considered and minimized in the module design. 

               Pressure driven membrane processes usually suffer from concentration 

polarization and fouling caused by gradual build-up and deposit of dissolved and/or 
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suspended species near and on to the surface of membranes. Some degree of fouling control 

can be achieved by the appropriate choice of operating parameters. Accumulation of 

rejected species can be suppressed by creating back mixing from the membrane to the bulk 

of the liquid. There is a need alleviating the concentration build-up at a relatively lower 

pressure drop across the module. Spacers are introduced in membrane modules to separate 

membrane leaves and reduce fouling by modifying the fluid flow behavior. These spacers 

or turbulence promoters for spiral-wound and flat sheet modules are often net-like 

materials, which enhance mass transfer as well as provide passage for feed solutions. It is 

obvious that back mixing is more effective in spacer-filled channels than in empty 

channels. However, introduction of spacers also increases the pressure drop over the feed 

channel. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the role of spacer shape in resulting fluid 

dynamics of membrane modules. Such an understanding will allow optimization of spacer 

shapes to obtain an improved performance in terms of mass transfer and mechanical energy 

dissipation. 

               In this thesis the impact of feed spacer filament geometric parameters on 

performance of a spiral wound module was investigated. To enable flow visualization 

ANSYS CFX was used as the working tool and the predicted results showed excellent 

agreement with the previous experimental and other numerical studies. It reveals that CFD 

predicts hydrodynamics and mass transport within feed channel of spacer obstructed 

membranes quite accurately. 

               Spiral wound modules are very popular module applied in membrane process, 

and SWMs are widely used for commercial applications ranging from RO to UF. The major 
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problems for an SWM are concentration polarization, fouling and high pressure loss. The 

net spacer in the feed channel not only keep the membrane layers apart, hence providing 

passage for the flow, but also significantly affect the flow and concentration patterns in the 

feed channel. On one hand they are responsible for the pressure drop and limited flow zones 

(dead zones) creation, and on the other hand, they are responsible to promote mixing 

between the fluid bulk and fluid elements adjacent to the membrane surface. In other 

words, they are intended to keep the membranes clean by enhancing mass transfer and 

disrupting the solute concentration boundary layer. Several experimental and theoretical 

studies were carried out to shed light on these phenomena and to optimize spacer 

configuration. So it is quite understandable that the presence of these spacers promotes 

directional changes in the flow which reduces membrane fouling and concentration 

polarization. Hence the efficiency of a membrane module depends heavily on the efficacy 

of the spacers to increase mass transport away from the membrane surface into the fluid 

bulk by increasing shear rate at the membrane surface.  

               As an analysis tool, ANSYS CFX provides the ability to change operating 

conditions, fluid properties and geometric characteristics of the flow channels in a flexible 

and practical way. The geometric parameters of the channels simulated can be varied 

without the need to construct and test new spacer meshes. This represents a significant 

advantage of the ANSYS CFX technique over traditional experimental methods. For 

example, the fluid velocity, solute diffusivity and inlet concentration can be set at the start 

of the simulation, and there is no need for control of these variables. In addition, flow data 

can be reported at any position and time during the simulation, and the evaluation of these 
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flow variables is possible without any disturbance to the underlying flow. Unlike many of 

the previously reported ANSYS CFX studies for spacer and SWM module performance, 

this thesis focused on the effects on the improvement of flow pattern and mixing 

enhancement caused by the two novel spacers meshes in membrane modules. The study of 

3D simulations provided for evidence their characteristics.  

               Haaksman et al. developed a method to obtain accurate three dimensional 

geometry representations for any given spacer design from X-ray computed tomography 

(CT) scans.  In their study, the commercial spacers were investigated, and the results were 

agree with previous studies. Their results were used to compare with this study in order to 

clarify energy consumption and distribution of shear stress on membrane surface.  

              In this thesis, the objectives can be divided into two spacer designs. The pillar-

like spacer was designed to optimize feed spacer geometry. Compared with the 

conventional spacer, the contact method of the pillar-like spacer with the membrane 

changed with the area contact. Hence, it was possible that the diameter of the connecting 

filaments (transverse filament) had decreased to maximize the channel porosity. The 

energy consumption and shear stress were analyzed using a numerical method, and the 

results were compared to those of commercial spacers studied in previous works.  

              The arc-like spacer was designed to enhance the mixing ability, which was 

constructed with arched filaments and zigzag filaments. In this arc-like spacer design, the 

filament, which was parallel to the flow direction, was set as the zigzag configuration, and 

the transverse filament facing the flow direction was set as the arched filament in order to 

enhance the mixing between the fluid bulk and fluid elements adjacent to the membrane 
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surface. Furthermore, the conjunction between the arched filament and zigzag filament had 

a small area of contact with the membrane, which reduced the dead zone caused by the 

shadow of the filament. The arched filament in the middle of the feed channel enabled the 

disruption of the solute concentration boundary layer. 

               The conclusions drawn from this thesis are summarized as follows: 

              1)  To lower the obstacle effect from the feed spacer in the SW Membrane feed 

channel, the support from the high porosity of the feed spacer structures with a small 

filament diameter was indispensable. The pillar-like feed spacer was introduced as a new 

template to manipulate energy consumption. Under laminar flow conditions, the element 

of the feed spacer between membrane envelopes was simulated using the CFD method. 

Subsequently, the simulation parameters were compared and validated with previous 

works.  

 Regarding the pressure drop, the decline in the connecting filament diameter of the 

pillar-like spacer and the rise in channel porosity reached 0.979. The inlet velocity was 

set at 0.04 m/s (at a constant flow rate), the channel porosity increased by 5%, and the 

pressure drop reduced by 62.56%. Compared with the results of previous works on 

conventional spacers and an empty channel, the current study’s results on the pressure 

drop tended to be in agreement with them. 

 For the friction factor, based on the numerical predictions, the results for the 

dimensionless power number and the modified factor agreed with previous 

conventional spacer results. At the Reynolds number of 150, the group d/a = 0.25 

friction factor reduced by almost 43.63% and 49.23% compared with the commercial 
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spacers CON-1 and CON-2, respectively, and the dimensionless power number was 

lower than the commercial spacer CON-2 by almost 47.31% at the same Reynolds 

number for the same group. 

 Regarding the shear stress, homogenization of distribution changed the flow profile 

close to the membrane. At the dimensionless power number 106, the modified friction 

factor was enhanced by almost 20.40% and 22.27% compared to the commercial 

spacers CON-1 and CON-2, respectively. 

 The effect from conjunction cross-section on energy consumption was lower than the 

traverse filament. For the modified friction factor the same inclination was with friction 

factor and the dimensionless power number. 

 The configuration of connecting filament defined the distribution of shear stress on 

membrane surface. The partial shear stress increasing caused more energy 

consumption. 

              2) To achieve enhanced mixing, the modified feed spacer was designed as the 

transversal filament from the upper membrane to the lower membrane. This structure 

changed the flow patterns in the total feed channel compared with the conventional spacer. 

Reduction of the shadow zone behind the transversal filament was realized with the arched 

filament and the potential for mixing reached to the close vicinity of the filament. 

               Here, a CFD simulation result of the arc-like spacer was presented. Under laminar 

flow conditions, the element of the feed spacer between membrane envelopes was 

simulated. Subsequently, the geometry parameters of the arc-like spacer and this 
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simulation’s parameter values were compared with previous works and validated. The 

results revealed the detailed flow pattern and shear stress distribution.  

 When the main flow was normal to the arched filament, the area of the dead zone 

behind the zigzag filament, which was connected with the membrane, decreased with 

an increasing Reynolds number. In addition, the zone of vortex shedding behind the 

arched filament caused different flow fields, which generated a high gradient of 

velocity, improving the mixing of the feed solution. 

 The investigated data of power consumption (friction factor) was approximated to the 

conventional commercial spacer. The value was a little lower than the commercial 

spacer at high Reynolds numbers when the main flow was normal to the arched 

filament. From comparison with previous work, it can be extrapolated that the changing 

of flow patterns from the structure of the arc-like space did not cause too much energy 

consumption. 

 The value of the modified friction factor as a dimensionless number was similar to the 

results of previous work on commercial spacers when the main flow was normal to the 

arched filament. 

 The effect of porosity (element length) on the energy consumption of the arc-like spacer 

was in agreement with previous studies, but on shear stress, was smaller. This 

conclusion was indicated by re ofsult lines qualitatively. 

              3) Spacer using should not only consider the productivity gains achieved by the 

spacers. Other factors such as feed characteristics should also be considered. For example, 

for feeds of low concentration and low viscosity, the selection of spacers is reasonably 
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flexible. However, for high viscosity fluids, or high concentration of particles, feed 

properties may substantially affect the spacer/membrane performance. Some spacers may 

block severely and consequently reduce the membrane productivity. Novel spacers, in 

which the transverse filaments are suspended in the channel, such like for the pillar-like 

spacer the connecting filament was set in the middle of the feed channel, may avoid the 

dead zone in which caused high concentration polarization and severe spacer block. 

Furthermore, for the are-like spacer the arc filament was set crossing the feed channel may 

possess an improved ability to mix feeds with high concentration.  

6.3 Perspectives 

 CFD application in membrane processes 

               CFD simulation results here provided detailed visualization of flow management 

of different spacer arrangements and useful information to guide novel spacer design. The 

successful application of CFD modeling in this thesis suggests that it should be more 

widely used for research into membrane processes, especially to assist with module design. 

The simulation of membrane systems requires the proper application of boundary 

conditions and transport models. If suitable boundary conditions and mass transfer models 

can be established, CFD modeling may provide very useful visualization of concentration 

polarization and fouling in spacer design. CFD simulation could also be used in the 

simulation of fluid management concepts for membrane modules. For example, in the 

novel membrane module design different structures compare with conventional structures. 

 Experimental study 
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               The ratio between transverse filament diameter and separation distance and the 

ratio between transverse filament diameter and channel height are every important in 

determining mass transfer and pressure drop in the spiral wound module. Spacers designed 

in this thesis with the different structures comparing with the conventional spacer. While 

some observations of the effect of diameter and the configuration were made, the numerical 

simulation provides excellent agreement with the commercial spacer at the inclination of 

results. Because of the different structure, the further experimental study would be 

worthwhile for validating the numerical simulation results.  

 Fouling study  

               In spiral wound membrane systems, colloidal, inorganic, organic, and biological 

are four major types of fouling occurred in separation process. The formation of a fouling 

layer, as dominant fouling mechanism on the membrane surface, is considered in previous 

studies. Moreover, the physicochemical properties of the membrane surface and the feed 

spacer geometry are major factors influencing membrane fouling indicated by many 

papers. In four types of fouling, because of microorganisms multiplying biofouling is the 

major fouling type of the membrane process, even if in feed pre-treatment 99.9% of 

microorganisms are removed. Due to more than 45% contribution to all membrane fouling 

biofouling has been reported as a major problem in nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis 

(RO) membrane filtration. The increase in the hydraulic resistance and the trans-membrane 

osmotic pressure caused by biofouling are relate to the decline of in permeate water flux 

and the decrease of salt rejection. Because the increase in the trans-membrane osmotic 

pressure is defined by bacterial cells deposition. In this thesis, the hydrodynamic influence 
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caused by the geometry of two novel spacers on fouling was focused on. Biofouling is 

worthwhile to discuss in future work. 

 Economic evaluation  

               In water treatment the large difference was contribute by the capital and operating 

costs at different regions and facilities. Through concerning the details of the parameters 

and methodologies used for local conditions the consultants realize calculation 

methodologies for operation cost of plants. The selection of feed spacers is vital to the main 

parameters influencing the total water cost applied in different separation technologies. 

The related improvements in feed spacer design present to cost reduction as well as the 

reduction in energy consumption. Most of the illustrative economic analysis which 

includes operating costs related to pressure drop related and capital costs related to flux is 

used to identify optimal spacer designs for different membranes. Two kinds of novel 

spacers designed in this thesis suggested a new template to higher mass transfer and lower 

energy loss. The economic evaluation for real life would be worthwhile. 

                

 


